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Secret History Of The
Atomic Bomb
Truth You Never Learned In School
6/30/98

EUSTACE MULLINS

The world was stunned to learn that India has now tested
nuclear weapons. For many years, all nations have been
concerned about the proliferation of atomic explosives. Even
in their distress, no one seems to be interested in the historic
or the psychological record of why these weapons were
developed, and what special breed of mankind devoted
themselves to this diabolical goal.
Despite the lack of public interest, the record is clear, and
easily available to anyone who is interested. My interest in
this subject, dormant for many years, was suddenly rekindled
during my annual lecture tour in Japan. My hosts had taken
me to the city of Nagasaki for the f irst time. Without telling
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me their plans, they entered the Nagasaki Atomic Bomb Museum. I thought it
would be an interesting experience, but, to my surprise, when I walked into
the exhibition rooms, I was suddenly overcome by sadness. Realizing that I
was about to burst into tears, I moved away from my companions and stood,
biting my lip. Even so, it seemed impossible to control myself. I was surrounded
(Please see Secret History Of The Atomic Bomb, p.11)
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The News Desk
made warplanes “and direct U.S. assistance”,
according to ex-Rep. Paul Findley. [End
quoting]
INTELLIGENCE
I’ll leave it to you to decide what kind of
SCANDAL
games the elite are playing—but it looks like
Excerpted from THE SPOTLIGHT, 7/13/98: we’re in for a hot season having to do with far
more than the weather as the elite’s tempers
[quoting]
...But Manbar became the central figure in flare!!
one of the decade’s worst secret service
US TOLD TO
scandals not just as a prosperous “merchant of
CURB CONGRESS
death”. The real importance of this case is in
the long statement Manbar made to U.S.
Excerpted from the INTERNET, 7/15/98:
intelligence agents who entrapped, interrogated
and then released him in Paris, France, in late [quoting]
BEIJING: China demanded, on Tuesday, the
1993, these sources related.
In the statement, Manbar admitted selling Clinton administration take steps to rein in the
“dozens of truckloads” of doomsday armaments US Congress to put a stop to resolutions it sees
t o A l i A b a s b u r , a h i g h I s l a m i c o f f i c i a l as hostile.
The Foreign Ministry was reacting to Senate
reportedly in charge of Iran’s chemical warfare
votes that reaffirmed US commitments toward
projects.
B u t t h i s s o r t o f c o m m e r c e w a s Taiwan and supported the island’s entry into the
“commonplace” in Israel, Manbar explained. World Bank and International Monetary Fund.
“If I’m guilty of violating some sort of ban on [End quoting]
Do you get that? China DEMANDED!
selling Iran such weapons, so are 200 other
Israeli businessmen,” Manbar told his American Looks like the power leaders of this planet are
playing a game of “chicken”—so watch out!!
interrogators.
They probably have enough blackmail over
Even more importantly, the Israeli
government—specifically, the agency known as him that they can have Clinton in prison for the
Shin Beth, or General Security Services—had rest of his life. But—they couldn’t afford to
full knowledge of the clandestine arms sales to l e t h i m l i v e b e c a u s e h e h a s t h e g o o d s o n
Iran and “encouraged them both as a source of everyone else.
hard currency and as a source of intelligence on
SENATOR REVEALS
the Islamic republic’s order of battle,” Manbar
FBI
MEMO ON RENO
averred.... [End quoting]
Now read below and decide for yourselves
From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
what games the elite are playing.
7/16/98: [quoting]
FBI Director Louis Freeh forcefully warned
YOUR TAX DOLLARS AT
Attorney
General Janet Reno that she was
WORK IN MIDEAST
misreading the law by not seeking an
From THE SPOTLIGHT, 7/13/98: [quoting] independent counsel to investigate campaign
The Times of London is reporting that Israel fund raising by the Clinton administration, Sen.
is planning preemptive strikes against Iran using F r e d T h o m p s o n t o l d a S e n a t e c o m m i t t e e
long-range aircraft just received from the United Wednesday.
“It
is difficult to imagine a more
States.
Stories in The Times during the first week c o m p e l l i n g s i t u a t i o n f o r a p p o i n t i n g a n
of July were based on an “annual conflict i n d e p e n d e n t c o u n s e l , ” F r e e h w r o t e i n a
a n a l y s i s ” p u b l i s h e d b y J a n e ’ s I n f o r m a t i o n memorandum, Thompson said. The Republican
Group, which predicted “a limited preemptive Tennessee senator said he was briefed on the
strike” against Iran. Seeming to confirm Jane’s memo in June by a senior FBI official.
With Reno appearing as a witness before the
report was the surprise announcement by
Israel’s Air Force magazine that the first of its Senate Judiciary Committee on Wednesday,
n e w F 1 5 1 l o n g - r a n g e s t r i k e a i r c r a f t a r e Thompson and others used the disagreement
between her and Freeh to press again for an
operational, according to The Times.
Israel received the first two of the $84 o u t s i d e i n v e s t i g a t i o n o f c a m p a i g n f i n a n c e
million F151 aircraft made by the U.S. in practices involving White House officials.
Although Freeh’s rift with Reno over the
January and, according to The Times, “the $2.5
b i l l i o n o r d e r f o r 2 5 o f t h e w o r l d ’ s m o s t appointment of a special prosecutor had been
advanced fighters, plus spare parts, is due to be p u b l i c l y d i s c l o s e d l a s t w i n t e r , T h o m p s o n
angered Reno on Wednesday by confronting her
completed by the end of the year.”
It has been estimated that Israel has 100- with specific language and details from Freeh’s
plus nuclear weapons, with some estimates memo that had not been publicly released. The
running as high as 400 warheads. Also, “Israel Justice Department had repeatedly rebuffed
has produced ballistic missiles, against which requests by Congress to release Freeh’s memo,
i t s p o t e n t i a l e n e m i e s h a v e n o d e f e n s e , ” even going so far as to defy a subpoena issued
by a House committee investigating campaign
according to The Times.
Jane’s points out that back in 1981, Israel finance.
Freeh’s 22-page memorandum was written in
bombed Iraq’s Osirak nuclear research facility
near Baghdad in a preemptive strike using U.S.- November 1997. Thompson, who was chairman
7/18/98
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of the Senate panel that had investigated
campaign finance abuses, characterized Freeh’s
memo as a broad-based and unforgiving critique
of the attorney general’s interpretation of the
independent counsel law. The statute is
designed to avoid the appearance of a conflict
of interest when an attorney general may have
to investigate matters relating to the president
who appointed her or him.
Freeh, the senator said, “pointed out that
their investigation, the FBI’s investigation, had
led them to the highest levels of the White
House, including the vice president and the
president, and therefore the Department of
Justice must look at the Independent Counsel
Statute.”
He added that FBI officials told him that
Freeh’s memo also described Reno’s decision
not to seek an independent counsel as starkly
inconsistent with her actions in seeking to have
independent counsels named in other
investigations.
At the hearing Wednesday, Reno told
Thompson that he was wrong to reveal the
contents of the memorandum.
“Our
understanding was that the briefing was
supposed to be confidential,” said Reno, with a
measure of anger.
Thompson said he was briefed June 19 by
FBI general counsel Larry Parkinson and there
had been no admonition to keep it private.
[End quoting]
It looks like they’re heating up the fire
under the Clinton gangsters.
If Janet Reno was so innocent, why is she
so hot because the memo got out?? Her
reactions sound like guilt and cover-up to me.
MOBILE PHONE
SCARE
From the INTERNET, 6/26/98: [quoting]
Mobile phones, an essential accessory for
millions of business people and trendy techies,
can significantly increase blood pressure,
German researchers say. In a letter to be
published in Friday’s edition of The Lancet
medical journal, Dr. Stephan Braune of the
University Neurology Clinic in Freiburg,
Germany, said radio-frequency electromagnetic
fields (EMF) emitted by the telephones pumped
up the blood pressure of 10 young volunteers
who took part in a study.
Braune and his team attached the phones to
the right side of the Volunteers’ heads and
switched them on by remote control at various
intervals. They measured their heart function
and blood pressure while they were standing and
lying down. There was no sound so the
volunteers did not know when they were
exposed to the EMF. The researchers found
that 35 minutes of radiofrequency EMF caused
increases in resting blood pressure between five
and 10 mm.
The finding could have adverse effects on
people suffering from high blood pressure or
hypertension, an important risk factor for heart
disease and stroke which are leading causes of
death in most developed countries. The
researchers said the increase in blood pressure
probably resulted from constriction of the
arteries by the radio-frequency electromagnetic
fields.
Cellular telephones have been linked to a
variety of health problems ranging from fatigue,
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Banks with
headaches and burning skin, to brain tumors, i n t h r e e a n d a h a l f y e a r s .
but there is still no proof [sure!] that the o u t s t a n d i n g A s i a n l o a n s a r e h a v i n g m o r e
devices pose any serious health risks. [End delinquencies. [End quoting]
Talk about blatant propaganda—a positive
quoting]
headline with a negative text.
MERCHANTS OF DEATH
UNTOUCHABLE
AIR SPACE
Washington complains; told to drop dead
Excerpted from THE SPOTLIGHT, by
Warren Hough, 7/13/98: [quoting]
On secure telephone lines, behind a curtain
of tense secrecy, U.S. Secretary of Defense
William Cohen and his Israeli counterpart, Gen.
Yitzhak Mordechai, have been engaged in a
furious altercation over the ministate’s
blackmarket sales of U.S.-designed nuclear
weapons components and other high-tech
military equipment to India. That’s what The
SPOTLIGHT has learned exclusively from
diplomatic sources in Washington and at UN
headquarters in New York City.
Under a series of secret bilateral agreements,
known as Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU), Israel has managed to get, borrow, copy
and steal a larger share of advanced American
defense technology since 1980 than any other
nation. The back-room giveaways of designs
and products that cost U.S. taxpayers billions
continued for decades, despite intelligence
reports documenting the ministate’s brazen
violation of the ban against revealing or reselling these lethal logistics.
But last month, when a sudden burst of
nuclear bomb tests by Pakistan and India shook
the world, raising once again the threat of
global nuclear apocalypse, the CIA unexpectedly
abandoned its long practice of covering up for
the misdeeds of the Mossad, the ministate’s
secret service, these sources have recounted.
In a regional National Intelligence Estimate
(NIE), the CIA bluntly told the White House
that it was “extensive” Israeli black market sales
of U.S. defense technology that had enabled
both Pakistan and India to develop atomic
armaments, and thus to set the stage for a
doomsday standoff between two poor, volatile
and bitterly feuding nations.
American national security officials have
long known—although they have never had the
courage to tell the public—that over the years
Israel has illegally sold communist China
military products and designs obtained from the
U.S. worth well over $10 billion.
Pakistan’s nuclear weapons capability is in
part “derived from U.S.-originated technology
China obtained from Israel and then re-exported
to Pakistan”, confirmed a recent report by the
Stockholm International Peace Research Institute
the prestigious European think tank. [End
quoting]
Oh, the games these elite play for power and
greed.
BANKING
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“ROBUST”

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 7/13/98: [quoting]
A late June news release by Veribanc, Inc.,
a banking industry watchdog, sports a rosy
headline, but the content tells another story.
Banks in Texas, Illinois, California and five
other states are “experiencing new or increasing
economic weakness”. One dollar in every 20 of
credit card debt is now written off, a doubling

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 7/13/98: [quoting]
The Clinton administration has agreed to
allow Cuban jetliners to fly over American air
space. According to the State Department.
Cuba’s complaint to International Civil Aviation
Organization, a UN agency, was about to be
ruled in Cuba’s favor. Cuban planes will fly
over parts of Georgia, the Carolinas, Tennessee,
Kentucky, West Virginia, Ohio, Pennsylvania
and New York.
The Federal Aviation
Administration says the routing “avoids any
sensitive military sites”. [End quoting]
Doesn’t it feel good allowing Fidel—who
supposedly has missiles aimed at our country—
to have his planes flying over our houses??
What are the politicians up to?
OUTLAWS

AT

THE

standards” and to give the Department of
Agriculture “new authority to impose tough
fines on businesses who violate those standards
and to issue mandatory recall of unsafe meat
and poultry”.
The Government has no reliable tracking
system, but health officials say food-borne
diseases account for up to 30 million cases of
illness and 9,000 deaths a year. There have
been many large outbreaks of food-borne illness
in the last year, including one just last week
that made a New York woman ill and resulted
in the recall of 172,000 pounds of ground-beef
patties contaminated with the potentially deadly
bacteria E. coli 0157:H7. [End quoting]
The elite are planting bacteria and viruses,
and also, once a company is having financial
problems from a big recall, they can buy it up
for cents on the dollar.
They also gain for their depopulation plans
by destroying more of our food and outright
death from disease.
FORFEITURE LAWS PERMIT
GOVERNMENT THIEVERY

TOP

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 7/13/98: [quoting]
In recent congressional hearings the
inspector general for the CIA testified that
“there has existed a secret agreement between
CIA and the Justice Department wherein during
the years 1982 to 1995, the CIA did not have
to report the drug trafficking by its assets to the
Justice Department.”
Ex-DEA agent Mike
Levine wrote, “This literally means that the CIA
had been granted a license to obstruct justice in
our so-called war on drugs at a time when
Americans paid almost $150 billion in taxes to
‘fight’ drugs.” [End quoting]
The elite have always been using the
taxpayers’ money to fight drugs to fill their own
pockets. Occasionally they have a need to close
in on their competitors, so they put on a big
show for us honest citizens by making
a big arrest.

Excerpted from THE FREE PRESS, Vol. 5,
No. 3, by M. Pietrantoni, 4/24/98: [quoting]
We have all been taught that one of the
most basic and cherished foundations of
American law is that you are innocent until
proven guilty in a court of law. That you may
not be imprisoned, fined, or in any other
manner punished until after you have been
accorded due process and been found guilty by
a jury or a judge. If you believe this to be the
case, consider the following.
In October of 1990 Steven Zaferis of Liberty
Mound, Oklahoma was in his truck returning
home from a fishing trip he had taken to
Michigan. He was stopped by an Oklahoma
State Trooper for speeding. As he opened his
wallet to give the trooper his license the trooper
noticed that Zaferis had a large amount of cash,

PRESIDENT TO PUSH
FOR FOOD SAFETY
Seeks More Money,
and Power to
Tighten Import Controls

ORDER

THE PAPER THAT
Excerpted from THE NEW YORK
TIMES, 7/3/98: [quoting]
GIVES YOU THE OTHER SIDE
President Clinton plans to press
Congress today to provide all $101
OF THE NEWS
million he has sought to insure the
safety of the nation’s food supply.
But Congress seems unlikely to
REPORTS ON EVENTS WHICH ARE
cooperate.
Mr. Clinton also plans to announce
VITAL TO
two steps the Administration can take
without Congressional authority to
YOUR WELFARE
protect food safety, Administration
officials said.
MAKE UP YOUR OWN MIND WHO IS BEING
According to an advance text of his
HONEST WITH YOU—
Saturday radio address, the President
THE ESTABLISHMENT MEDIA OR THE SPOTLIGHT
will also ask Congress to give the
(YOUR WEEKLY NEWSPAPER FROM WASHINGTON SINCE 1975)
Food and Drug Administration “greater
authority to halt imports of fruits,
vegetables and other food products that
TO SUBSCRIBE
are produced under safety conditions
call 1 (800) 522-6292 toll free.
that do not match our own strict
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($7000 in $50 and $100 bills) in his wallet.
The trooper looked at Zaferis who was dressed
in jeans, plaid shirt, and construction boots, and
at his truck, a work truck with the name of
Zaferis’ tree cutting company, the “Rough Cut
Tree Service” stenciled on the side, and said to
Zaferis: “You don’t look like a fellow who’d
have $7000,” whereupon the trooper then seized
the money on the suspicion that it was “drug
money” but did not arrest Zaferis. Zaferis
protested to the trooper that he was carrying the
money in case he saw a piece of equipment for
his business that he wanted to buy during his
fishing trip. He asked the trooper to call his
bank in his home town to verify his account
and status.
He showed the trooper his
Michigan fishing license, and even the fish he
had caught, in an effort to prove that his story
was true. All to no avail. The trooper
informed Zaferis that he was seizing the money
under federal asset forfeiture laws and that the
money would be turned over to the Drug
Enforcement Administration, DEA. Zaferis was
informed that under these laws law enforcement
officers can, in effect, arrest the property of an
individual without ever having to charge the
individual with any crime. In order to get his
money back Zaferis was told that he would
have to PROVE to the DEA that he was
INNOCENT and that the money was not drug
related. [End quoting]
This is a common practice, nowadays.
When are we going to stop it??
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not only have trade rules that are so unfair
[NAFTA], we have a tax law, a tiny little thing,
that says to companies: If you close your
manufacturing plant in America and move that
plant and its jobs to a tax haven country and
then make the same product and ship it back to
America, we will give you a tax break. It is
called deferral. The company that stays here
and makes a profit, pays income taxes. The
company that leaves here makes the same
product, and makes a profit and ships it back
here pays no taxes unless they repatriate the
profit. As long as they keep the profit in that
foreign plant, they never pay taxes in the United
States...
Although I was unsuccessful in an
amendment to close that loop hole, I intend to
offer it again in coming Congresses, during this
Congress and the next Congress, in the hope
that one day, we can begin to change the laws,
both tax laws and trade laws, that I think auger
against the interests of those who invest here,
those who build manufacturing plants here, and,
yes, those who work in those plants who expect
us to have at least the rules of trade and the
rules of the Tax Code be fair to American
interests.
Sen. Dorgan: 800-962-3524, Fax 202-2241193 [End quoting]
The elite are doing their best to collapse the
United States and drive us into poverty by
eliminating manufacturing.
DAN BUCHANAN’S FLYING COLORS

TAX LAW SUPPORTS
COMPANIES LEAVING
THE COUNTRY

JULY 21, 1998
registered with the FAA as an experimental
aircraft rather than an ultralight.
A licensed pyrotechnician, Buchanan loads
the special effects on the wing himself to
perform his day and night show in such location
as Australia, Thailand, Canada and Mexico.
Flying isn’t Buchanan’s only athletic
interest. In his spare time, he also pursues
cycling, sailing, kayaking and snow and water
skiing.
When asked why he flies, he says, “I have
to fly—I can’t walk.” [End quoting]
Do any of us think we are “disabled”?? If
so, maybe we’d better do some serious soul
searching and rise to the challenge!
POLITICAL LYING
IS NO CRIME,
WASHINGTON HIGH
COURT RULES
From
THE
AUSTIN
AMERICAN
STATESMAN, by Terry McDermott, 6/19/98:
[quoting]
The good people of the state of Washington
have been told not to be so good. Or at least
not to demand it of others.
The state Supreme Court has thrown out a
law that made lying in political campaigns a
crime. The court, in a divided opinion, held
that although telling the truth is a good thing
to do—even in politics—it is an infringement of
the First Amendment guarantee of free speech
for government to decide what somebody should
say, regardless of truth or falsity.
In a 5-4 majority, the court held to a classic
First Amendment position: Limiting political
speech would have a chilling effect on debate.
The minority was incredulous that outlawing
malicious lies would harm the electoral process.
A dissent declared that the “Washington state
Supreme Court becomes the first court in the
history of the Republic to declare First
Amendment protection for calculated lies.”
Reading the news at his breakfast table,
Blair Butterworth, a local political consultant,
joked that he couldn’t restrain himself: “Free at
last! Free at last!” he shouted.
Butterworth said the law was difficult to
interpret and awkward to enforce, leading to
“weird discussions” with state bureaucrats over
the nature of truth.
A handful of states have similar statutes.
None has as yet been reviewed by the U.S.
Supreme Court.
Washington state authorities are expected to
appeal last week’s decision in the hope that the
Supreme Court will eventually give some
guidance in what is an especially tricky and
contentious area of law.
The ruling concerned a campaign over a
ballot initiative that would have allowed
physician-assisted suicide. Opponents of the
initiative, which failed, published a flier
asserting the measure so lacked sufficient
safeguards that “your eye doctor could kill
you”. [End quoting]
This is a pretty good indicator of the moral
collapse of our society.

From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
7/16/98: [quoting]
Dan Buchanan flies one of the quieter
From THE FREE PRESS, Vol. 5, No. 3, aircraft on the air show circuit, a graceful, silent
4/24/98: [quoting]
Airwave hang glider.
Senator
Byron
Dorgan
(D-ND).
Seventeen years ago, Buchanan became a
Congressional Record. Senate.
paraplegic after a rough landing in a severe
I introduced an amendment a couple of storm. Since then he has accrued more than
weeks ago, that was defeated on the floor of 2,100 hours of flight time in his hang gliders,
the Senate. I am going to introduce it again much of it ridgesoaring the ocean breezes off the
at some point, I feel so strongly about it. We Pacific Coast and thermal soaring as high as
18,000 feet over the Sierra Nevada.
His longest hang glider flight was six
hours.
DATA RANK
Buchanan’s real passion, though, is
CAR OWNERS’ SATISFACTION
sharing his thrill of flight with the
millions of air show fans across North
From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles, 7/16/98:
America during his 17-city, 65[quoting]
performance tour.
Launching his Airwave glider from
a moving trailer on the runway that he
designed and constructed for air shows,
Buchanan lifts off the vehicle at 35
mph and climbs to 1500 feet as the
hydraulic winch on the launch trailer
pays out up to 3,000 feet of line.
Buchanan’s 18-year-old son, Mike, also
a hangglider pilot, operates the winch.
In the air show, Buchanan makes
several “water-ski turns” with the
glider.
Upon release, he flies free, as the
tow line quickly rewinds with a high
speed electric motor. Watch for the
action as he circles and dives, talking
COHEN THREATENS TO LET
to the audience from the glider.
SOME BASES DETERIORATE
He also performs after dark for a
dazzling display of special effects.
From
THE
AUSTIN
AMERICAN
Buchanan’s air show glider is the
only hang glider in North America STATESMAN, by Terry McDermott, 6/19/98:
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[quoting]
Defense Secretary William Cohen warned
Monday the government might let selected
military bases fall into disrepair if Congress
does not agree to his demand for two more
rounds of politically sensitive base reductions in
2001 and 2005.
“It’s possible we would start to let a number
of those facilities which are not so-called core
facilities start to deteriorate,” Cohen said.
Cohen said the only alternative would be to
make cuts in new aircraft and weapons
programs. [End quoting]
One way or another the elite intend to make
us defenseless.
NSA

REVEALS

SECRET

CODE

Excerpted from the INTERNET, 6/26/98:
[quoting]
In a move that reflects a shift toward the
US government adopting off-the-shelf security
products, the nation’s most secretive spy agency
has declassified two formerly secret algorithms
used to scramble government and military
communications. Tuesday’s action also closes
the book on a five-year-old federal government
effort to build a secret eavesdropping ‘back
door’ into phones and other consumer devices.
The National Security Agency (NSA) has
released both Key Exchange algorithm and the
Skipjack algorithm to computer security
companies that are interested in developing offthe-shelf products that will work with existing
federal communications systems. The Skipjack
algorithm is at the heart of the notorious
Clipper eavesdropping chip. The idea behind
that technology—which has been soundly
thrashed by privacy activists since it was first
announced
in
April
1993—was
that
communications on Clipper-enabled devices
would be accessible to law enforcement agencies
needing wiretaps for the alleged purpose of
investigating crimes. [End quoting]
This is more elite propaganda baloney.
If anybody thinks the gestapo government
agents are going to allow us any method of
having truly confidential communications, we’ve
got our heads and ears in the sand. If you were
playing the game on their side, would you think
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you could gain control of the world by allowing interests in a thorough ethical debate about how
freedom of secret information flow by the slaves?? and where it should be applied.” [End quoting]
What’s with the Prince being against this??
WORLD’S FIRST
It must be a show he’s putting on to hide far
AIR-POWERED TAXI
larger shenanigans.
FROM FRANCE
THE SUBSTITUTE
From PLANETARY CONNECTIONS, issue
16, 1998: [quoting]
Who was this strange
The world’s first vehicle to run on air is
man on my doorstep?
going into production in Mexico. To start with
40,000 ZP (Zero Pollution) taxis and urban
From ANGELS ON EARTH, Jan./Feb. 1998,
delivery vehicles will be produced by Dina, a Guideposts, 39 Seminary Hill Rd., Carmel, NY
government licensee and the aim is to replace 10512: [quoting]
all Mexico City’s 87,000 petro and diesel taxis.
Ever since I was adopted at age three I had
The Mexican authorities searched the world fought anxiety over being around people. By
for a silent engine with no pollution before age 30 those feelings had begun to get the
discovering Guy Negre’s engine laboratory in better of me. I spent more and more time
Brignoles in France. The inventor has taken alone. So it was not easy to begin dating Tom,
three years to perfect his motor which runs on o r t o a c c e p t h i s i n v i t a t i o n t o t h e a n n u a l
a tankful of compressed air. In trials, the Christmas party at Ohio State University in
engine powered a Citroen chassis for 10 hours Columbus, where he was on the staff. But Tom
with a top speed of 60 miles per hour. And described what a wonderful event it would be,
as it drives along its carbon filtering system can and I actually looked forward to the party.
Then, right before he was supposed to pick
suck in polluted air and breathe out clean air.
The Mexican version, designed by an Italian, me up, Tom called. “I’m so sorry,” he said.
looks like a small family car with a separate “I have a family emergency and can’t make it.”
compartment for the driver and four seats in the He was sending someone in his place.
I started to panic. I had counted on having
back. Monsieur Negre, who worked on racing
cars for 30 years said, “Formula One cars are Tom beside me while I met a new crowd. Now
started using compressed air as the fuel which I would be going with a complete stranger.
God, I’m really going to need your help to get
drives the engine.”
When the whole system is in place, 300 through this evening.
The man who appeared at my apartment
litres of compressed air can be pumped into the
tank under high pressure in three minutes and the door seemed nice enough: about 40, tall and
good-looking. “Call me Rick,” he said, his
car can also be refueled at home in four hours.
The electricity for the home air compressor dark eyes twinkling. On the drive to the
would cost [a little bit] but the air, of course, c a m p u s h e t o l d m e h e w a s a p s y c h o l o g y
professor at OSU, “Dr. Richards” to his
is free. [End quoting]
students. His gentle manner put me at ease,
ROYAL SUPPORT FOR
and the party turned out to be even more fun
GENETIC FOOD WITHDRAWAL than I’d hoped. We danced to all the popular
groups—The Temptations, The Beatles, The
From PLANETARY CONNECTIONS, issue Beach Boys. Why can’t I always feel this
16, 1998: [quoting]
confident? I wondered.
Prince Charles is backing calls by an
Rick went to get us more punch while I
organic farming lobby group for supermarkets to stood talking to some new acquaintances, my
stop selling foods with genetically engineered hands clasped behind my back. Unexpectedly,
ingredients.
he came up behind me, playfully grasping my
The Soil Association has won the Prince’s hands. Blood rushed to my head. Before I
support for its campaign could even think what I was doing I jerked my
urging shops to withdraw hands away, whirled around and slapped him
modified products from a c r o s s t h e f a c e . H e p u l l e d b a c k q u i c k l y ,
their shelves by 2000.
rubbing his cheek.
It is challenging
“What did I do to deserve that?” Rick asked
e i g h t s t o r e c h a i n s t o with a surprised grin. Embarrassed, I tried to
a g r e e t o m e e t t h e regain control. Rick followed me to a quiet
deadline.
corner of the room. “I’m sorry I frightened
I n a l e t t e r s e n t t o you,” he said.
1,500 homes by the
“No, it’s me, Rick. I don’t know why I
Association recently, the reacted that way.”
Prince says that experts
“I can help you, if you want.” I knew it
s h o u l d n o t a s k i f was the psychology professor talking, and I
genetcally altering food l o o k e d a t h i m q u e s t i o n i n g l y . “ W a s t h e r e
is possible or safe, but s o m e t h i n g i n y o u r p a s t t h a t m i g h t h a v e
whether it is right.
triggered it?” he asked.
Prince
Charles
“Nothing I can remember,” I said.
supports organic farming.
“Then let’s go see your parents. Maybe they
T h e P r i n c e w r o t e : “ I remember.”
believe
that
this
The next day, as we drove to my parents’
particular technology is home in Mount Vernon, 50 miles north, I told
so powerful and so far- Rick more about myself. My discomfort in
reaching that we should c r o w d s .
Panic attacks.
How I avoided
seek ways of engaging a elevators and felt trapped when I got on an
wide range of people and airplane. All symptoms of claustrophobia, he
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said. But the incident at the party had been a
new reaction, and a frightening one to me. “I
was scared to death,” I said. “Why?”
“We’ll find out,” Rick answered, his smile
reassuring.
My mother couldn’t recall any traumatic
childhood experience I might have had. She
suggested talking to the matron at the Knox
County Children’s Home, from which I’d been
adopted. Rick drove me there. I hadn’t seen
the place since I was three, but its rooms
looked familiar as Rick and I walked through
the building to the matron’s office.
“I’m Dr. Richards,” Rick told her, handing
her his card. “This woman is under my care,
and I’d like to see her records.”
“That’s confidential information,” the matron
said, “but I’ll try to answer your questions and
help if I can. I wasn’t here when Gaye was a
child.”
Rick was dauntless. He asked if anything
could have happened at the home that would
cause me to suffer apprehension and
claustrophobia. Eventually the matron gave in,
and spent several minutes looking through
old files, finally retrieving a folder thick
with papers. She studied them, then said,
“Gaye came here when she was two.
Prospective foster parents took her in a few
months later.” The matron glanced at me, and
Rick reached for my hand. “One night,” she
continued, “they went out, leaving her home
alone. They had tied her hands behind her
back, set her on a stool in a closet and closed
the door.”
Rick squeezed my hand. I shut my eyes and
listened to the rest of the terrible story. “A
neighbor heard crying and screaming,” the
matron said. “She let herself into the apartment
and followed the sounds of weeping till she
found the child in the closet.”
We learned that I’d been returned to the
home after that night, and was soon adopted by
the loving couple who became my parents.
Rick and I drove away from the children’s
home in silence. After a few miles I turned to
Rick. “What kind of people were they to do
that to a child?”
“Perhaps they were abused themselves,”
Rick answered. “Perhaps they knew nothing
different.” I shook my head. There couldn’t
be an explanation for such cruelty.
At my apartment door Rick kissed me on
the forehead and said, “Now that you know
what’s at the root of your problems you can
begin to get well.”
I never saw him again. I asked Tom about
him but he knew Rick only casually. They’d
met just once, soon after Tom realized he’d
have to cancel our date. “Before I even knew
what was happening, we had agreed he would
take my place. It all seemed to fall together
without my doing anything,” Tom explained.
When I called OSU I was flabbergasted to
find there was no Dr. Richards on staff. It
seemed unbelievable, but two short days in his
presence had changed my life. Gradually I did
get over my claustrophobia and my panic
attacks, just as he’d predicted, and I’ve learned
to forgive the people who set those feelings in
motion. Help hadn’t knocked at their door as
it had at mine. —by Gaye Hughes, Mount
Vernon, Ohio [End quoting]
So many ways that Angels work with us, if
we only recognize the clues!
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The Darkness Deepens:
Four Weeks Until Dictatorship?
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DR. AL OVERHOLT

THE

DARKNESS DEEPENS:
FOUR WEEKS
UNTIL DICTATORSHIP

From the INTERNET, 7/14/98: [quoting]
I’d suggest that everyone read this, and if
it disturbs you, as it does me, that you contact
your representatives and insist that they join
the fight against Executive Order 13083.
Time is running out. (—Bruce)
A Compass For Moral Excellence, published
worldwide from Washington.
“The accumulation of all powers,
legislative, executive and judiciary, in the same
hands, whether on one, a few or many and
whether hereditary, self appointed or elective,
may justly be pronounced the very definition of
tyranny.” —James Madison, The Federalist
Papers, No. 47
“Stroke of the pen. Law of the land.
Kinda cool.” —Paul Begala, Clinton
Presidential Aide, July 1998
Many folks have forgotten that Adolf Hitler
did not seize power in 1933. He was elected
by popular vote in an election a great deal less
rigged than the 1996 US Presidential election.
Sixty-five years later, though our attention has
rightly been drawn frequently to the importance
of remembering the Holocaust, few have even
noticed that the United States stands perilously
close to dictatorship, a tragic irony given the
immense dimensions of the Jewish presence in
Hollywood, the media and the White House.
But unless Congress, Kenneth Starr,
impeachment proceedings, or the Good Lord
intervenes, Bill Clinton, with his long history
of abuses of office, drugs, women and human
life, will officially become The Dictator of
America.
Remarkably, few Americans have the
slightest clue that such a tragedy is about to
occur. And the so-called media will probably
breathe not a word about it when it happens.
They will bear equal responsibility with the
perpetrator for the impending loss of liberty.
If it is true that more Americans get their lies
from ABC than from any other source, as is
claimed, Disney, which owns ABC, will be
guilty of the greatest complicity, and CNN will
really owe the American people an apology—
in addition to apologies for the countless other

lies they and the networks have broadcast over
the years: the lies of trivia, the lies of false
opinion polls, the lies of bias, the lies of nothink and double-think, and the lies of omission.
On August 12, unless Congress vetoes it
with a two-thirds vote, Executive order 13083
will become law. The order was signed by Mr.
Clinton on May 14 in a hotel room in
Birmingham, England while he was attending
the G7 Summit. It effectively terminates
States’ rights and the authority of Congress
in many areas of national life [ emphasis
mine]. Here is the exact wording of the most
relevant part:
“Section 3, (d) It is important to recognize
the distinction between matters of national or
multi-state scope (which may justify Federal
action) and matters that are merely common to
the States (which may not justify Federal action
because individual states, acting individually or
together, may effectively deal with them).
Matters of national or multi-state scope that
justify Federal action may arise in a variety of
circumstances, including:
“(1) When the matter to be addressed by
Federal action occurs interstate as opposed to
being contained within one State’s boundaries.
“(2) When the source of the matter to be
addressed occurs in a State different from the
State (or States) where a significant amount of
the harm occurs.
“(3) When there is a need for uniform
national standards.
“(4) When decentralization increases the cost
of government, imposing additional burdens on
the taxpayer.
“(5) When States have not adequately
protected individual rights and liberties.
“(6) When States would be reluctant to
impose necessary regulations because of fears
that regulated business activity will relocate to
other States.
“(7) When placing regulatory authority at the
State or local level would undermine regulatory
goals because high costs or demands for
specialized expertise will effectively place the
regulatory matter beyond the resources of State
authorities.
“(8) When the matter relates to Federally
owned or managed property or natural resources,
trust obligations, or international obligations.
“(9) When the matter to be regulated
significantly or uniquely affects Indian tribal
governments.
“This order shall be effective 90 days after
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the date of this order.”
WILLIAM J. CLINTON,
THE WHITE HOUSE,
May 14, 1998
As you will have deduced, this order gives
the President the ability to do anything he
wishes without being subjected to the
constraints of the Checks and Balances imposed
by the CONSTITUTION to safeguard liberty.
Phrases like “uniform national standards” and
“regulatory goals” should send a chill up the
spine. Surely the goal of a free people is the
elimination of regulations and standards? But
America is no longer free.
You don’t believe this is happening? Why?
Because the language sounds innocuous enough?
Yet did you believe the deaths of Ron Brown,
Vincent Foster and 105 other Clinton associates?
They’re all very, very dead. Did you believe
that Princess Diana could be murdered so
blatantly? She’s dead too. Did you believe
that innocent civilians could be slaughtered at
Waco, Oklahoma City and in numerous
“accidents”, plane crashes and bombings?
They’re all extremely dead. When you look at
what Mr. Clinton and his global associates have
already accomplished, the truth begins to
glimmer through the innocuous language.
As
Hayek
observed,
“[Totalitarian
propaganda] are destructive of all morals
because they undermine one of the foundations
of all morals: the sense of and the respect for
truth. Few traits of totalitarian regimes are so
characteristic as the complete perversion of
language.” (The Road to Serfdom, 1944). And
there has been no greater pervert, especially of
language, than the current occupant of the oval
office.
In some ways, it seems absurd to compare
Bill Clinton with Adolf Hitler. First, Mr.
Clinton does not wear a mustache. Secondly,
though one never knows what he really believes,
he does not seem to hate Jews [See my comment
below.].
Indeed, many Jewish people have been his
dutiful servants. Some have climbed into bed
with him, figuratively and literally. Thirdly, he
has no territorial ambitions. On the contrary,
he has surrendered the United States to
Communist China.
But there are similarities. Like Hitler, Bill
Clinton was brought up by an indulgent, doting
mother with an absent father. Like Hitler,
Clinton has come to be deluded by his own
prowess. After all, if he can get away with a
few audacious crimes, why not order more?
And like Hitler, he rose to power claiming to
be defending the poor and the downtrodden,
when in reality, he is the one who has been
goose-stepping all over the rights and liberties
of the poor, downtrodden, American people.
There seems little doubt that he who
proclaimed the era of big government to be over
has been reading Mein Kampf, presumably while
obtaining relief from kneeling interns. As
Hitler said: “The broad mass of a nation will
more easily fall victim to a big lie than to a
small one.” (Chapter 10) And no lies are
bigger than those the Clinton-run media have
been daily pumping into America’s living
rooms.
Hitler also wrote “a great number of
basically different enemies must always be
described as belonging to the same group, so
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that as far as the mass of your followers is
concerned, the battle is being waged against a
single enemy. This strengthens the belief in the
rightness of your cause”. Thus it is possible for
every disaster, especially those Clinton himself
has orchestrated to be blamed on “a vast right
winq conspiracy”.
So what can we do between now and August
12? If you call Congress (202-225 3121), you
might ask for Ron Paul (R-TX) or Bob Barr (RGA), two of the few who care enough about
freedom to be willing to act to preserve it. If
you are still wondering how can this happen
with a Republican Congress, here are some
recent additions to the law (We are obliged to
WorldNet Daily’s Claire Wolfe for compiling
the list. You can and should read WorldNet
Daily at <http://www.worldnetdaily.com>):
1. A national database of all employed
people.
2. 100 pages of new “health care crimes”,
for which the penalty includes seizure of assets.
3. Confiscation of assets from any American
who establishes foreign citizenship.
4. The largest gun confiscation act in US
history—which is also an unconstitutional expostfacto law and the first law ever to remove
individual constitutional rights for committing a
misdemeanor.
5. A law banning guns in ill-defined school
zones, where random roadblocks may be used
for enforcement; gun-bearing residents can be
deemed criminals just by stepping outside their
doors.
6. Increased funding for the hated Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, infamous for its
brutality, dishonesty and ineptitude.
7. A law enabling the executive branch to
declare various groups “terrorists”—without
stating any reason and without the possibility of
appeal. Once a group has been so declared, its
mailing and membership lists must be turned
over to the government.
8. A law authorizing secret trials with secret
evidence for certain classes of people.
9. A law requiring that all states begin
issuing drivers licenses carrying Social Security
numbers and “security features” (such as
magnetically coded fingerprints and personal
records) by October l, 2000.
10. A national database to contain every
exchange that takes place in doctors’ offices,
including prescription records, and, by law, any
statements you make and any observations your
doctor makes about your mental or physical
condition, whether accurate or not, whether
made with your knowledge or not.
Other
than
being
invasive
and
unconstitutional, what do these laws have in
common?
They were all passed by the
Republican Congress, the very same folks who
pledged to “get government off your back”.
Long ago, the Two-Party/Media axis seized
power in America. On August 12, the Land of
the Free will become de jure into what it
already is de facto: a dictatorship. As we pray
for deliverance from tyranny, and “put on the
full armor of God so you can take your stand
against the devil’s schemes” (Ephesians 6:11).
Let us urgently brace ourselves to do what is
necessary to regain our liberty. And let us vow
never again to be distracted as evil men attempt
to enslave us. —Steve Myers, Editor
“Fear of those who will not govern
themselves, is a tool used by the State to rule

over all.” —Jefferson Smith
Patrick Sullivan <psulli@eatel.net> “You
want to know what the future will be? Imagine
a boot on a human face, forever.” —George
Orwell. [End quoting]
When we read the word “Jew” above
remember Hatonn’s words about the Jews being
victims also. The correct terminology would be
something like: the greedy-power-hungryKhazarian-Zionist-bastards of Satan.
KNOWLEDGE
IS POWER
Excerpted from the INTERNET, <http://
www.devvy.com/main.html>, 7/14/98: [quoting]
For those unfamiliar with POWER, this
project was founded by Devvy Kidd. POWER
is a First Amendment grassroots effort to
educate and motivate Americans to get involved
with curing the cancers of our nation before the
One World Order architects bring America to
her knees under a totalitarian, Communist
regime. The threat to America is as real as the
Sun in the sky, yet most Americans are unaware
of this danger lurking just over the horizon.
There are double-digit millions of people
who are working as hard as humanly possible
to get the truth to our fellow countrymen—they
are truly the unsung heroes of today. Once you
understand the truth behind mechanisms like the
privately owned “Federal” Reserve, the IRS, the
UN and others, you will finally understand why
America continues to slide further and further
into moral and fiscal bankruptcy, the loss of our
freedoms and our precious sovereignty as a
Republic. Despite the reprehensible and
despicable actions of politicians and political
talking heads on TV, America is NOT a
demo[n]cracy [my insertion] . Our legal form
of government is a Republic.
There are significant words from those who
would enslave US in this nightmare scenario
called the New World Order or One World
Order. Please consider the material available
from POWER, not as Republican or Democrat,
conservative or liberal, Black, White, tall or
short. The material presented on this web site
is factual and can be backed up with
documentation. Americans need to readjust
their thinking pattern from being a Republican,
Democrat, Liberal, Moderate or Conservative or
hyphenated something or other and then
American. The truth is none of these labels and
neither is the U.S. Constitution, it’s generic.
Please consider the information presented in
this web site as what’s good for America, what
is UN-American and Anti-American. We the
People of this nation must stand shoulder to
shoulder, strong and firm in our commitment to
restore America to a Constitutional Republic.
Consider these words by two very important
players working diligently to bring US into a
one-world religion [Godless New Age], oneworld government [somewhere in Europe], oneworld bank and a one-world robocop force—UN
Hessian-type troops which are slated to replace
our military. No? Once you’ve done your
homework, you will know that this is a true and
factual statement. How could this happen?
America has been asleep and the trust they
put into their elected public officials has been
grossly violated.
“Today Americans would be outraged if
U.N. troops entered Los Angeles to restore
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order; tomorrow they will be grateful! This is
especially true if they were told there was an
outside threat from beyond, whether real or
promulgated, that threatened our very existence.
It is then that all peoples of the world will
pledge with world leaders to deliver them from
this evil. The one thing every man fears is the
unknown. When presented with this scenario,
individual rights will be willingly relinquished
for the guarantee of their well being granted to
them by their world government.”
Henry Kissinger [quoted above] in an
address to the Bilderberger meeting at Evian,
France, May 21, 1992. This was transcribed
from a tape recording made by a Swiss
delegate. Unfortunately for Mr. Kissinger and
his globalist masters, they have severely
underestimated the grit and patriotism of the
American people. We will NEVER allow our
country to fall to this “New World Order”
regardless of the personal sacrifices that must be
made.
“We are grateful to the Washington Post, the
NY Times , Time Magazine a nd other gre at
publications whose directors have attended our
meetings and respected their promises of
discretion for almost 40 years....It would have
been impossible for us to develop our plan for
the world if we had been subjected to the lights
of publicity during those years. But, the world
is more sophisticated and prepared to march
towards a world government. The supernational
sovereignty of an intellectual elite and world
bankers is surely preferable to the national
autodetermination practiced in past centuries.”
David Rockefeller [quoted above] speaking
at the Bilderberger meeting in June 1991 in
Baden Baden, Germany. This meeting was also
attended by Dan Quayle and Bill Clinton, who
was introduced to these international traitors by
none other than Vernon Jordan. If you or I
attended meetings—held in total secrecy,
surrounded by guards armed with UZIs and
other assorted assault weapons—and planned the
downfall of America, we would be tried for
sedition.
These globalists, i.e., Henry
Kissinger, David Rockefeller, Sen. Jay
Rockefeller, have sold out America for their
own lust of power. Reality check for them:
America will NOT fall to her knees for these
petty henchmen of the world order.
The sheer enormity and amount of
information contained in this web site can be
overwhelming, so we recommend that you take
it one step at a time. Our beloved Republic is
in grave danger and every sovereign citizen in
this country has the obligation and the duty to
safeguard our freedoms paid for with the
precious blood of Americans before us. We
must not shame their memory because the
television set, going to the mall, or a round of
golf has become more important than freedom.
We must dedicate ourselves to this fight for
freedom, for all America has stood for in the
past and for all we will stand for in the future.
We the People must be the army of America,
the leadership for America as William Wallace
was for the people of Scotland. We can turn
things around by learning to fight smart using
the system our forefathers gave us that has held
us for so long. Violence is not the answer;
unity, dedication and commitment is our
weapon. [emphasis mine]
“I am concerned for the security of our great
nation, not so much because of any threat from

without, but because of the insidious forces
working from within.” —General Douglas
MacArthur
Those threats MacArthur spoke about from
within are directly dictated by the global
masters who orchestrate wars and who are
draining the lifeblood of America. The threat
to the Union is both foreign and domestic.
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[End quoting]
I hope Devvy is correct about “we won’t let
them take us over”—at the present time it
doesn’t look good. But with her type of
commitment and if enough of God’s people
wake up we will prevent the takeover.
Work like your life depends on it—because
it does. And pray often!!

Jack Gerritsen
Beats The System;
Frank Turney Still
Under The Gun
7/18/98

DR. AL OVERHOLT

From the INTERNET, courtesy of Calvin
Burgin, <wrldline@texas.net>, 7/10/98:
[quoting]
By Don Doig
Court authorities around the country are
getting touchy about FIJA’s (Fully-Informed
Jury Assoc.) literature distribution efforts in
front of courthouses, and have gone so far in
two recent cases as to charge FIJA activists
with jury tampering.
Now really, FIJA
literature distribution has nothing in common
with jury tampering, which involves bribing or
intimidating jurors in order to influence the
outcome of a particular case. As long as the
case being heard is not even mentioned by
people distributing FIJA literature, the
authorities don’t have a legal leg to stand on.
But since the conviction rate for victimless
crimes is falling, apparently as a result of
FIJA’s educational efforts, the powers that be
are getting desperate.
Jack Gerritsen of Los Angeles went to trial
on felony jury tampering charges for handing
out FIJA’s “True or False?” brochures, and the
jury hung, 5 for acquittal and 7 for conviction.
The prosecutor, after talking to the jury,
decided he would be unable to seat a jury
which would be willing to convict, so he
dropped all charges! VICTORY!! The jury
spent 3 days in deliberation. The group in
favor of acquittal was led by a Black lady.

(See his letter of Sept. 3 reproduced in the
letters section.) Jack had to put up $5,000 to
the bail bondsman to cover the $50,000 bail,
and he’s out that amount. Contributions can be
sent to Jack at 6217 Palm Ave, Bell, CA 90201.
Undaunted, Jack continues to distribute FIJA
literature at the Criminal Courts Building, once
or twice per week. One of the 60 courtrooms
in this building houses the O.J. Simpson trial.
Former FIJA State Coordinator Frank Turney
is facing felony jury tampering charges in
Fairbanks, Alaska for encouraging jurors to call
1-800-TEL-JURY. Prosecutors in the Fairbanks
area are reportedly becoming desperate that they
can no longer get all the convictions they were
used to, due to the large number of hung juries
lately. The trial date has been set for December
5, though Frank is seeking a continuance to
February.
The straw that broke the camel’s back was
supposedly a recent case in which a man, drunk
in the privacy of his home, blasted his
television and fish bowl. No one was injured.
But since he was a convicted felon, technically
he was not allowed to own a gun.
Frank gave FIJA information to five of the
jurors, and others saw the 800-TEL-JURY
number displayed and the result was an
acquittal. Prosecutors went to the grand jury
for a supposedly secret indictment of Frank, but
word leaked out. The prosecutor admitted they
were poking around in a privileged area, but
that didn’t stop him. Eight of the jurors were
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hauled before the grand jury, where some of
them said that they had seen Frank’s 1-800TEL-JURY sign, and had called the number.
They said this information influenced their
verdict. One juror also said he saw a show on
the Arts and Entertainment network which dealt
with the Kevorkian trial, and which discussed
jury veto power. (The A & E network had
contacted FIJA HQ for information.) A tape
of the 800-TEL-JURY message, which features
Gary Dusseljee’s voice, was recorded and
played (and replayed 7 or 8 times) by the
prosecutor for the grand jury! The grand jury
hearing lasted for 3 days. Gary may be
subpoenaed from California to testify.
The jurors were asked whether they were
members of the NRA, or FIJA, and how many
guns they had in their homes. They were also
asked whether they went along with the judge’s
instructions, and were asked what went on
during jury deliberations.
Some of the jurors were extremely upset,
and juror Rick Ellis met with Frank, and went
to the media with his complaints. Two jurors
may file a civil suit against the court.
A data base on potential jurors has been
established by local authorities, and a
professional manager has been hired to ensure
“well managed jurors”.
The evidence which the prosecutor intends
to introduce is simply the 800-TEL-JURY
number, and presumably the tape recording
made by the prosecutor. Whether he will also
introduce a copy of the Jury Power Information
Kit, which you get if you call the 800 number,
is not known.
Frank insists he never
mentioned anything about any particular case
while distributing literature, and he is not
charged with doing so, though he did tell jurors
to call the 800 number verbally. The judge
placed a gag order on Frank, prohibiting him
from discussing this “evidence” (!) with the
media or anyone else, and kept him from
coming within 2 blocks of the courthouse. On
Sept. 22, the gag order was lifted.
Prior to the issuance of the gag order,
Frank appeared on most local radio and
television stations.
He also put in an
appearance every Monday and Tuesday in front
of the courthouse, passing out FIJA literature.
He gave literature to two grand jury members
as they came out, and they in turn were
questioned by the prosecutor. Many articles
have appeared surrounding this controversy (see
the collage section). Frank also has 3 signs up
in the vicinity of the courthouse.
While the gag order was in effect, FIJA
state Coordinator Don Burnett made numerous
television and radio appearances, and gave
interviews with the print media. He has also
organized regular protests at the courthouse
(“every Monday from now on”), including one
on Jury Rights Day, which received excellent
coverage. Don said he is under investigation
himself.
Attorney Robert Sparks volunteered to do
preliminary work on behalf of Frank, for which
we are grateful.
Mr. Sparks was not
experienced in felony defense cases, so an
attorney to handle the defense was sought. An
enthusiastic attorney with the Alaska
Department of Public Advocacy, John Franich,
has stepped forward, prepared to fight the case
on constitutional grounds. FIJA activist Jack
Gerritsen from Los Angeles, himself the victim
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of unfounded jury tampering charges, called [End quoting]
Frank to offer his support. (Jack’s jury refused
UN
to convict him—see the California news.)
FASCISM

IN

ALASKA!

Jury Rights Project: Update on
Frank Turney Case in Alaska
From the INTERNET, courtesy of Calvin
Burgin, <wrldline@texas.net>, 7/10/98:
[quoting]
On July 2, 1998, Frank Turney was
sentenced to 60 days in jail, 6 years probation,
100 hours of community service and a $500.00
fine.
Frank plans on appealing, hopefully with a
different lawyer this time.
Frank Turney was convicted on March 6,
1998 of three counts of felony jury tampering
for distributing the hotline number for the
Fully-Informed Jury Association (1-800-TELJURY) outside a Fairbanks, Alaska courthouse
in 1994. Turney has been leafletting the
Fairbanks courthouse since 1990, distributing
FIJA brochures that contain quotes about jury
rights from radicals like Thomas Jefferson (“I
consider trial by jury as the only anchor yet
imagined by man which a government can be
held to the principles of its constitution”) and
John Adams (“It is not only his right, but his
duty... to find the verdict according to his own
best understanding, judgement, and conscience,
through indirect opposition to the direction of
the court.”)
Frank should never have been prosecuted for
exercising his First Amendment rights and
educating potential jurors about their rights. It
is amazing that a jury would convict him of a
crime, but that is indicative of the extent of
jury intimidation that is practiced by prosecutors
and judges in courtrooms nationwide. (Frank
was represented by a public defender.)
Letters of outrage can be sent to:
Fairbanks Daily News-Miner
P.O. Box 70710
Fairbanks, AK 99707-0710
E-mail: letters@newsminer.com
Fax: (907) 452-7917
Limit: 350 words
Juneau Empire
3100 Channel Dr
Juneau AK 99801
e-mail: editorl@alaska.net
Fax: (907)586-3028
Limit: 250 words
Send copies to:
Frank Turney
Box 70392
Fairbanks, AK 99707
(907) 457-2333
or can be e-mailed to
Charles Rollins, Jr., a friend of
Frank’s who has Internet access.
<chuck@mosquitonet.com>
Frank is still at home
pending his incarceration, so
you can give him a call to show
your support.
Jury Rights Project
<jrights@levellers.org>
Web
page:
<http:llwww.lrt.orgljrp.homepage.htm>

REBUFFED

From THE SPOTLIGHT, 7/13/98: [quoting]
Governor John Engler of Michigan sent a
UN official packing who wanted to check for
state abuses of female prisoners. Gov. Engler
said the UN high commissioner for human
rights was being used as an “unwitting tool” by
the U.S. Justice Department in a “baseless
lawsuit” over allegations of abuse in the state’s
prisons for females. He had previously barred
Justice Department investigators from one of
them. The rebuke is intended to send a signal
that the state will fully defend its legal rights,
said the governor. [End quoting]
It’s about time these Governors obeyed their
Constitutional oaths of protecting the people
from their enemies—even though it’s the U.S.
GOVERNMENT.
I bet he’d appreciate sack loads of thankyous. It would help reinforce his backbone
when the elite throw some more of their dirty
tricks at him—which they surely will. How
about it??
Even though they have prison problems the
issue is foreign meddling—the U.S. and U.N.
and not the fact that they belong in or out of
prison. We need to support people who are
standing up against the theft of freedom when
it is done non-violently!!
THE WORM
TURNS
From THE SPOTLIGHT, 7/13/98: [quoting]
A group of Idaho citizens, fed up with a
“good ol’ boy” cavalier and unjust court system,
has filed a lawsuit in federal court against state
Attorney General Al Lance and four county
prosecutors. The intent was to file against
every prosecutor in the state but it was decided
to first concentrate where proof positive of
wrongdoing is best documented. The suit is a
direct attack on the legal fiction of
“prosecutorial immunity” in this nation that has
allowed prosecutors to place themselves above
the law and make a sham of American justice,
according to involved Idahoans. [End quoting]
Here’s another good one for you who don’t
know what to do to help save our country.
Check into this and support it if it checks out
as legit. It’s these types of things—if enough
good people start supporting them—that can
help.

Never lose an opportunity of
seeing anything that
is beautiful; for beauty is
Gods handwriting
a wayside sacrament.
Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Thinking Can Be
A Dangerous Habit!
7/16/98 #1
EACH

HATONN

[QUOTING: ANTISHYSTER , Vol. 8, No. 1]

DAY!

Ok, today we have, if you sleep at night, a
new day. Do you need to “think” today? Do
you need to “choose” today? Indeed, from the
moment of the first CONSCIOUSNESS. Do
you live your life in such a way as to be
prepared for the possibilities of what might
happen during this day or do you move on rote
conveyors of “get through it”? You will note
that it becomes pretty unhealthy to “THINK”;
nobody seems to like one who actually
THINKS! It is fine to have opinions and
speculations about everything, but don’t THINK.
Pete Creech sent something from AntiShyster
a couple of weeks ago—for a chuckle—but it
took a week around these parts to be able to
laugh at the contents. It gets to be frightening
as to the extent of people’s non-thinking and yet
everyone babbling and tattling and, like
children, sharing and “turning in” another
because you blew it yourself in some way. You
have reached a time in life, readers, where there
can be no confidences of long-standing with
even those you thought to be friends. How can
you know that you are going to be “turned in”
to the Watchers for someone’s non-thinking
babbling? Gossip has killed more people than
any amount of TRUTH ever could. People have
opinions based on NOTHING—absolutely
nothing—but they babble and speculate (just like
with Clinton-Starr) while nobody outside the
Grand Jury room even knows anything about
what they are talking. Then, comes the day, like
today, when this garbage is introduced into a
courtroom and accepted as fact while facts are
disallowed entry even into the record.
Let me just offer a bit of fun for this
morning:

TRUE
CONFESSIONS
by Bob Worn
The onset was insidious—I didn’t realize
what I had become... Oh, it started out
innocently enough. I began to think at parties
now and then to loosen up. Inevitably though,
one thought led to another, and soon I was more
than just a social thinker.
I found myself consuming the writings of
both the Declaration of Independence and the
Constitution at one sitting—and on an empty
stomach, besides. I knew I had a problem, but I
just didn’t know how bad.
I began to think alone—”to relax”, I told
myself at first—but I knew it wasn’t true.
Thinking became more and more important to
me, until finally I was thinking all the time. I
even began to think on the job. I knew that
thinking and employment don’t mix, but I
couldn’t stop myself.
I began to avoid friends at lunchtime so I
could read The New American magazine. I’d
disguise the Spotlight as my lunch wrap just so
people wouldn’t see I was actually reading. I’d
return to my office dizzied and confused with
new insight, asking “What exactly are we
doing?”
Things weren’t going too well at home either.
One evening I actually turned off the TV and
asked my wife to think about the meaning of life.
She spent that night at her mother’s.
I soon developed a reputation as a heavy
thinker. One day the boss called me in and said,
“I like you, Bob, and it hurts me to say this, but
your thinking has become a real problem. If you

Red Lentils & Adzuki Beans
Two of the tastiest, most storable foods are now
available in bulk, 50 lbs. per bag. Prepare and cook them
just like pinto beans. Wonderful soup extender and both
make super salad/sandwich sprouts.
Adzuki Beans
Red Lentils

50-lb. bag
50-lb. bag

*$50.
*$30.

Order From New GaiaCall 800-639-4242
* Plus UPS delivery charge

don’t stop thinking on the job, you’ll have to
find employment elsewhere.”
This gave me a lot to think about.
I came home early after my conversation with
the boss. “Honey,” I confessed, “I’ve been
thinking...”
“I know you’ve been thinking,” she shrieked,
“and that is why I want a divorce!”
“But Honey, surely it’s not that serious.”
“It is serious!” she screamed, her lower lip
aquiver. “You think as much as college
professors, and college professors don’t make any
money! So if you keep on thinking, soon we
won’t have any money! Money is what life is all
about! DO YOU HEAR ME?!”
I explained, “That’s a faulty syllogism,
Dear,” and she began to cry hysterically.
I’d had enough. I snarled, “I’m going to the
library,” and stomped out the door. I headed for
the library, in the mood for some “Take Back
America” back issues. I roared into the parking
lot and ran up the big glass doors... but they
didn’t open! My God, the library was closed!
As I sank to the ground, clawing at the cold,
unfeeling glass, whimpering for The Federalist
Papers, a poster caught my eye. It read, “Friend,
is heavy thinking ruining your life?” (You
probably recognize that line; it’s from the
standard “Thinkers Anonymous” poster.)
Soon, there I was, the newest member of
“Thinkers Anonymous”. I hesitated at first—then
stood up and said in nervous voice, “Hi, my
name is Bob and I’m a thinker.”
“HI BOB!” was the loud and friendly chorus
from the other TA members. Which is why I am
what I am today: a “recovering thinker”.
Now, I never go to the library, I never turn
off the TV and I never miss a TA meeting. At
each meeting we watch a non-educational video;
last week it was Porky’s. Next week it will be
the Chartreuse Caboose. Beach Blanket Bingo is
coming soon. And we never miss a replay of
Monday Night Football, NEVER.
We always have refreshments—one type of
pastry and one type of beverage—no choices—
NO thinking!
It’s the way life should be.
Calm—
peaceful—no reason or temptation to think.
Then we share experiences about how we avoided
thinking since the last TA meeting.
Without TA, thinking could have ruined my
life, my career, my marriage, and cost me my
friends and loved ones. I shudder when I reflect
on what might have happened.
But with TA, I still have my job (now that I
stopped thinking, I even got promoted) and
things are a lot better at home, too—more quiet
and... ummn... unthinking. In fact, since I joined
TA and stopped thinking, my whole life just
seems, well...somehow easier. And now I fit
into American society a whole lot better, too.
Isn’t life grand?
Finally, I want to apologize to all my friends
and loved ones who were embarrassed or worried
during my “problem days” of over-indulgence in
thought (some say thinking is in my genes...
Heaven forbid!) Since I stopped thinking and
made my apology, I feel like the weight of the
world has been lifted from my shoulders.
Thanks for “listening”.
Hey, Porky’s II and Xena are on TV
tonight—right after the CBS Evening News!
Wanna come over and watch?!
[END OF QUOTING]
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Secret History Of The
Atomic Bomb
[Continued

from

Front

Page]

by the most gruesome objects, the f ingers of a Ambrose, Simon & Shuster, NY, 1983.
“Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson first told
human hand fused with glass, a photograph of the
shadow of a man on a brick wall; the man had been Eisenhower of the bomb’s existence. Eisenhower
was engulfed by ‘a feeling of depression’. When
vaporized in the explosion.
Stimson said the United States proposed to use the
bomb against Japan, Eisenhower voiced ‘my grave
A NEW MISSION
misgivings, f irst on the basis of my belief that
When I returned to the United States, I knew Japan was already defeated and that dropping the
that I had to unearth the sinister f igures behind bomb was completely unnecessary, and secondly
this greatest of human catastrophes. It took many because I thought that our country should avoid
weeks of research to uncover what turned out to shocking world opinion by the use (of atomic
be the most far-reaching conspiracy of all time, weapons).’ Stimson was upset by Eisenhower’s
the program of a few dedicated revolutionaries to attitude ‘almost angrily refuting the reasons I gave
seize control of the entire world, by inventing the for my quick conclusion’. Three days later,
Eisenhower flew to Berlin, where he met with
most powerful weapon ever unveiled.
The story begins in Germany. In the 1930s, Tr u m a n a n d h i s p r i n c i p a l a d v i s o r s . A g a i n
both Germany and Japan had a number of scientists Eisenhower recommended against using the bomb,
working on the development of nuclear f ission. In and again was ignored.
Other books on Eisenhower state that he
both of these countries, their leaders ster nly
endangered
his career by his protests against the
forbade them to continue their research. Adolf
bomb,
which
the conspirators in the highest level
Hitler said he would never allow anyone in
of
the
United
States
government had already sworn
Germany to work on such an inhumane weapon.
to
use
against
Japan,
regardless of any military
The emperor of Japan let his scientists know that
developments.
Eisenhower
could not have known
he would never approve such a weapon. At that
that
Stimson
was
a
prominent
member of Skull and
time, the United States had no one working on
Bones
at
Yale,
the
Brotherhood
of Death, founded
nuclear fission. The disgruntled German scientists
by
the
Russell
Trust
in
1848
as
a bunch of the
contacted friends in the United States, and were
G
e
r
m
a
n
I
l
l
u
m
i
n
a
t
i
,
o
r
t
h
a
t
t
h
ey
h a d p l aye d
told that there was a possibility of government
support for their work here. As Don Beyer tells prominent roles in organizing wars and revolutions
us, these immigrants to the United States pushed since that time. Nor could he have known that
President Truman had only had one job in his
their program.
“Leo Szilard, together with his long time career, as a Masonic organizer for the State of
friends and fellow Hungarian physicists, Eugene Missouri, and that the lodges he built up later sent
Wi g n e r a n d E d wa r d Te l l e r, a g r e e d t h a t t h e him to the United States Senate and then to the
p r e s i d e n t m u s t b e wa r n e d ; f i s s i o n b o m b presidency.
technology was not so farfetched. The Jewish
ATOMIC TERRORISM
emigres, now living in America, had personal
experience of fascism in Europe. In 1939, the three
The man who set all this in motion was Albert
physicists enlisted the support of Albert Einstein.
A letter dated August 2 signed by Einstein was Einstein, who left Europe and came to the United
delivered by Alexander Sachs to Franklin D. States in October 1933. His wife said that he
Roosevelt at the White House on October 11, “regarded human beings with detestation”. He had
previously corresponded with Sigmund Freud
1939.”
about his projects of “peace” and “disarmament”,
although Freud later said he did not believe that
CRIMINALS
Einstein ever accepted any of his theories. Einstein
ON DISPLAY
had a personal interest in Freud’s work because his
At the Nagasaki Atomic Bomb Museum, son Eduard spent his life in mental institutions,
photographs of two men are prominently displayed; undergoing both insulin therapy and electroshock
Albert Einstein, and J. Robert Oppenheimer, who treatment, none of which produced any change in
d eve l o p e d t h e a t o m i c b o m b a t L o s A l a m o s his condition.
When Einstien arrived in the United States, he
Laboratories, New Mexico. Also on display is a
was
feted as a famous scientist, and was invited to
statement from General Eisenhower, who was then
the
White
House by President and Mrs. Roosevelt.
Supreme Military Commander, which is found in
H
e
wa
s
s
o o n d e e p ly i nvo l ve d w i t h E l e a n o r
a number of books about Eisenhower, and which
Roosevelt
in her many leftwing causes, in which
can be found on p.426, Eisenhower by Stephen E.

Einstein heartily concurred. Some of Einstein’s
biographers hail the modern era as “the Einstein
Revolution” and “the Age of Einstein”, possibly
because he set in motion the program of nuclear
f ission in the United States. His letter to Roosevelt
requesting that the government inaugurate an
atomic bomb program was obviously stirred by his
lifelong commitment to “peace and disarmament”.
His actual commitment was to Zionism; Ronald
W. Clark mentions in Einstein; His Life And Times,
Avon, 1971, p.377, “He would campaign with the
Zionists for a Jewish homeland in Palestine.” On
p.460, Clark quotes Einstein, “As a Jew I am from
today a supporter of the Jewish Zionist efforts.”
(1919) Einstein’s letter to Roosevelt, dated august
2, 1939, was delivered personally to President
Roosevelt by Alexander Sachs on October 11. Why
did Einstein enlist an intermediary to bring this
letter to Roosevelt, with whom he was on friendly
terms? The atomic bomb program could not be
l a u n c h e d w i t h o u t t h e n e c e s s a r y Wa l l S t r e e t
sponsorship. Sachs, a Russian Jew, listed his
profession as “economist” but was actually a
b a g m a n f o r t h e R o t h s c h i l d s , wh o r eg u l a r ly
delivered large sums of cash to Roosevelt in the
White House. Sachs was an advisor to Eugene
Meyer of the Lazard Freres International Banking
House, and also with Lehman Brothers, another
well known banker. Sachs’ delivery of the Einstein
letter to the White House let Roosevelt know that
the Rothschilds approved of the project and wished
him to go full speed ahead.
A UNITED NATIONS PROJECT
In May of 1945, the architects of postwar
strategy, or, as they liked to call themselves, the
“ M a s t e r s o f t h e U n ive r s e ” , g a t h e r e d i n S a n
Francisco at the plush Palace Hotel to write the
Charter for the United Nations. Several of the
principals retired for a private meeting in the
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exclusive Garden Room. The head of the United
States delegation had called this secret meeting
with his top aide, Alger Hiss, representing the
president of the United States and the Soviet KGB;
John Foster Dulles, of the Wall Street law firm of
Sullivan and Cromwell, whose mentor, William
Nelson Cromwell, had been called a “professional
revolutionary” on the floor of Congress; and W.
Averill Harriman, plenipotentiary extraordinary,
who had spent the last two years in Moscow
directing Stalin’s war for survival. These four men
represented the awesome power of the American
Republic in world affairs, yet of the four, only
Secretary of State Edward Stettinius Jr., had a
position authorized by the Constitution. Stettinius
called the meeting to order to discuss an urgent
matter; the Japanese were already privately suing
for peace, which presented a grave crisis. The
atomic bomb would not be ready for several more
m o n t h s . “ We h av e a l r e a d y l o s t G e r m a ny,”
Stettinius said. “If Japan bows out, we will not
have a live population on which to test the bomb.”
“But, Mr. Secretary,” said Alger Hiss, “no one
can ignore the terrible power of this weapon.”
“Nevertheless,” said Stettinius, “our entire postwar
program depends on terrifying the world with the
atomic bomb.” “To accomplish that goal,” said
John Foster Dulles, “you will need a very good
tally. I should say a million.” “Yes,” replied
Stettinius, “we are hoping for a million tally in
Japan. But if they sur render, we won’t have
anything.” “Then you have to keep them in the
war until the bomb is ready,” said John Foster
Dulles. “That is no problem. Unconditional
sur render.” “They won’t agree to that,” said
S t e t t i n i u s . “ T h ey a r e swo r n t o p r o t e c t t h e
Emperor.” “Exactly,” said John Foster Dulles.
“Keep Japan in the war another three months,
and we can use the bomb on their cities; we will
end this war with the naked fear of all the
peoples of the world, who will then bow to our
will.”
Edward Stettinius Jr. was the son of a J.P.
Morgan partner who had been the world’s largest
munitions dealer in the First World War. He had
been named by J.P. Morgan to oversee all purchases
of munitions by both France and England in the
United States throughout the war. John Foster
Dulles was also an accomplished warmonger. In
1933, he and his brother Allen had rushed to
Cologne to meet with Adolf Hitler and guaranteed
him the funds to maintain the Nazi regime. The
Dulles brothers were representing their clients,
Kuhn Loeb Co., and the Rothschilds. Alger Hiss
was the golden prince of the communist elite in
the united States. When he was chosen as head of
t h e p r e s t i g i o u s C a r n eg i e E n d ow m e n t f o r
I n t e r n a t i o n a l Pe a c e a f t e r Wo r l d Wa r I I , h i s
nomination was seconded by John Foster Dulles.
Hiss was later sent to prison for perjury for lying
about his exploits as a Soviet espionage agent.
This secret meeting in the Garden Room was
actually the f irst military strategy session of the
United Nations, because it was dedicated to its
mission of exploding the world’s f irst atomic
weapon on a living population. It also forecast
the entire strategy of the Cold War, which lasted
forty-three years, cost American taxpayers f ive
trillion dollars, and accomplished exactly nothing,
as it was intended to do. Thus we see that the New
World Order has based its entire strategy on the
agony of the hundreds of thousands of civilians
burned alive at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, including
m a ny t h o u s a n d s o f c h i l d r e n s i t t i n g i n t h e i r
schoolrooms. These leaders had learned from their

master, Josef Stalin, that no one can rule without
mass ter rorism, which in tur n required mass
murder. As Senator Vandenberg, leader of the
Republican loyal opposition, was to say (as quoted
in American Heritage magazine, August 1977),
“We have got to scare the hell out of ’em.”
THE JEWISH HELL-BOMB
The atomic bomb was developed at the Los
Alamos Laboratories in New Mexico. The top
secret project was called the Manhattan Project,
because its secret director, Bernard Baruch, lived
in Manhattan, as did many of the other principals.
Baruch had chosen Maj. Gen. Leslie R. Groves to
head the operation. He had previously built the
Pentagon, and had a good reputation among the
Washington politicians, who usually came when
Baruch beckoned.
The scientif ic director at Los Alamos was J.
Robert Oppenheimer, scion of a prosperous family
of clothing merchants. In Oppenheimer; the Years
Of Risk, by James Kunetka, Prentice Hall, NY,
1 9 8 2 , Ku n e t k a w r i t e s , p . 1 0 6 , “ B a r u c h wa s
especially interested in Oppenheimer for the
position of senior scientific adviser.” The project
cost an estimated two billion dollars. No other
nation in the world could have afforded to develop
such a bomb. The first successful test of the atomic
bomb occurred at the Trinity site, two hundred
miles south of Los Alamos at 5:29:45 a.m. on July
16, 1945. Oppenheimer was beside himself at the
spectacle. He shrieked, “I am become Death, the
Destroyer of worlds.” Indeed, this seemed to be
the ultimate goal of the Manhattan Project, to
destroy the world. There had been considerable
fear among the scientists that the test explosion
might indeed set off a chain reaction, which would
destroy the entire world. Oppenheimer’s exultation
came from his realization that now his people had
attained the ultimate power, through which they
could implement their five-thousand-year desire to
rule the entire world.
THE BUCK PASSES
TO TRUMAN
Although Truman liked to take full credit for
the decision to drop the atomic bomb on Japan, in
fact, he was advised by a prestigious group, The
National Defense Research Committee, consisting
of George L. Harrison, president of the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York; Dr. James B. Conant,
president of Harvard, who had spent the First World
War developing more effective poison gases, and
who in 1942 had been commissioned by Winston
Churchill to develop an Anthrax bomb to be used
on Germany, which would have killed every living
thing in Germany. Conant was unable to perfect
the bomb before Germany surrendered, otherwise
he would have had another line to add to his
resumé. His service on Truman’s Committee which
advised him to drop the atomic bomb on Japan,
added to his previous record as a chemical warfare
professional, allowed me to describe him in papers
f iled before the United States Court of Claims in
1957, as “the most notorious war criminal of the
Second World War”. As Gauleiter of Germany after
the war, he had ordered the burning of my book,
The Federal Reserve Conspiracy, ten thousand
copies having been published in Oberammergau,
the site of the world-famed Passion Play.
Also on the committee were Dr. Karl Compton,
and James F. Byrnes, acting Secretary of State. For
thirty years, Byrnes had been known as Bernard
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Baruch’s man in Washington. With his Wall Street
profits, Baruch had built the most lavish estate in
South Carolina, which he named Hobcaw Barony.
As the wealthiest man in South Carolina, this
epitome of the carpet-bagger also controlled the
political purse strings. Now Baruch was in a
position to dictate to Truman, through his man
Byrnes, that he should drop the atomic bomb on
Japan.
LIPMAN SIEW
Despite the fact that the Manhattan Project was
the most closely guarded secret of World War II,
one man, and one many only, was allowed to
observe everything and to know everything about
the project. He was Lipman Siew, a Lithuanian
Jew who had come to the United States as a
political refugee at the age of seventeen. He lived
in Boston on Lawrence St., and decided to take
the name of William L. Laurence. At Harvard, he
became a close friend of James B. Conant and was
tutored by him. When Laurence went to New York,
he was hired by Herbert Bayard Swope, editor of
the New York World, who was known as Bernard
Baruch’s personal publicity agent. Baruch owned
the World. In 1930, Laurence accepted an offer
from the New York Times to become its science
editor. He states in Who’s Who that he “was
selected by the heads of the atomic bomb project
as sole writer and public relations.” How one could
be a public relations writer for a top secret project
was not explained. Laurence was the only civilian
present at the historic explosion of the test bomb
on July 16, 1945. Less than a month later, he sat
in the copilots seat of the B-29 on the fateful
Nagasaki bombing run.
WILL JAPAN SURRENDER
BEFORE THE BOMB IS DROPPED?
There were still many anxious moments for the
conspirators, who planned to launch a new reign
of terror throughout the world. Japan had been
suing for peace. Each day it seemed less likely
that she could stay in the war. On March 9 and 10,
1945, 325 B-29s had burned thirty-f ive square
miles of Tokyo, leaving more than one hundred
thousand Japanese dead in the ensuing firestorm.
Of Japan’s 66 biggest cities, 59 had been mostly
destroyed. 178 square miles of urban dwellings had
been burned, 500,000 died in the f ires, and now
twenty million Japanese were homeless. Only four
cities had not been destroyed; Hiroshima, Kokura,
Niigata, and Nagasaki. Their inhabitants had no
inkling that they had been saved as target cities
for the experimental atomic bomb. Maj. Gen.
Leslie Groves, at Bernard Baruch’s insistence, had
demanded that Kyoto be the initial target of the
bomb. Secretary of War Stimson objected, saying
that as the ancient capital of Japan, the city of
Kyoto had hundreds of historic wooden temples,
and no military targets. The Jews wanted to destroy
it precisely because of its great cultural importance
to the Japanese people.
THE HORROR OF HIROSHIMA
While the residents of Hiroshima continued to
watch the B-29s fly overhead without dropping
bombs on them, they had no inkling of the terrible
fate which the scientists had reserved for them.
William Manchester quotes General Douglas
MacArthur in American Caesar, Little Brown,
1978, p.437 [quoting:]
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There was another Japan, and MacArthur was
one of the few Americans who suspected its
existence. He kept urging the Pentagon and the
State Department to be aler t for conciliatory
gestures. The General predicted that the break
would come from Tokyo, not the Japanese army.
The General was right. A dovish coalition was
forming in the Japanese capital, and it was headed
by Hirohito himself, who had concluded in the
spring of 1945 that a negotiated peace was the
only way to end his nation’s agony. Beginning in
e a r ly M ay, a s i x - m a n c o u n c i l o f J a p a n e s e
diplomats explored ways to accommodate the
Allies. The delegates infor med top militar y
off icials that “our resistance is f inished”. [End
quoting]
On p.359, Gar Alperowitz quotes Brig. Gen.
Car ter W. Clarke, in charge of preparing the
MAGIC summary in 1945, who stated in a 1959
historical interview, “We brought them down to an
abject surrender through the accelerated sinking
of their merchant marine and hunger alone, and
when we didn’t need to do it, and knew we didn’t
need to do it, we used them as an experiment for
two atomic bombs.”
Although President Truman referred to himself
as the sole authority in the decision to drop the
bomb, in fact he was totally influenced by Bernard
Baruch’s man in Washington, James F. Byrnes.
Gar Alperowitz states, p.196, “Byrnes spoke with
the authority of—personally represented—the
president of the United States on all bomb-related
matters in the Interim Committee’s deliberations.”
David McCullough, in his laudatory biography of
Truman, which was described as “a valentine”,
admitted that “Tr uman didn’t know his own
Secretary of State, Stettinius. He had no
background in foreign policy, no expert advisors
of his own.”
The tragedy of Hiroshima and Nagasaki was
that a weak, inexperienced president, completely
under the influence of Byrnes and Baruch, allowed
himself to be manipulated into perpetrating a
t e r r i bl e m a s s a c r e . I n t h e i n t r o d u c t i o n t o
Hiroshima’s Shadows, we find that “Truman was
moving in quite the opposite direction, largely
under the influence of Byrnes. The atom bomb
for Byrnes was an instrument of diplomacy—
atomic diplomacy.” (p.ix)
MASS MURDER
On August 6, 1945, a uranium bomb 3-235, 20
kilotons yield, was exploded 1850 feet in the air
above Hiroshima, for maximum explosive effect.
It devastated four square miles, and killed 140,000
o f t h e 2 5 5 , 0 0 0 i n h a b i t a n t s . I n H i ro s h i m a ’s
Shadows, we f ind a statement by a doctor who
treated some of the victims; p.415, Dr. Shuntaro
Hida: “It was strange to us that Hiroshima had
never been bombed, despite the fact that B-29
bombers flew over the city every day. Only after
the war did I come to know that Hiroshima,
according to American archives, had been kept
untouched in order to preserve it as a target for
the use of nuclear weapons. Perhaps, if the
American administration and its military
authorities had paid suff icient reg ard to the
terrible nature of the fiery demon which mankind
had discovered and yet knew so little about its
consequences, the American authorities might
n eve r h ave u s e d s u c h a we a p o n a ga i n s t t h e
750,000 Japanese who ultimately became its
victims.”
Dr. Hida says that while treating the terribly
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mangled and burned victims, “My eyes were ready
to overflow with tears. I spoke to myself and bit
my lip so that I would not cry. If I had cried, I
would have lost my courage to keep standing and
working, treating dying victims of Hiroshima.”
On p.433, Hiroshima’s Shadows, Kensaburo
Oe declares, “From the instant the atomic bomb
exploded, it became the symbol of all human evil;
it was a savagely primitive demon and most
modern curse.... My nightmare stems from a
suspicion that a ‘certain trust in human strength’
or ‘humanism’ flashed across the minds of
American intellectuals who decided upon the
project that concluded with the dropping of the
bomb on Hiroshima.”
In the introduction to Hiroshima’s Shadows,
we find that “One of the myths of Hiroshima is
that the inhabitants were warned by leaflets that
an atomic bomb would be dropped. The leaflets
Leonard Nadler and William P. Jones recall seeing
in the Hiroshima Museum in 1960 and 1970 were
dropped after the bombing. This happened
because the President’s Interim Committee on the
Atomic Bomb decided on May 31 ‘that we could
not give the Japanese any warning’. Furthermore,
the decision to drop ‘atomic’ leaflets on Japanese
cities was not made until August 7, the day after
the Hiroshima bombing. They were not dropped
until August 10, after Nagasaki had been bombed.
We c a n s ay t h a t t h e r e s i d e n t s o f H i r o s h i m a
received no advance warning about the use of the
atomic bomb. On June 1, 1945, a formal and
official decision was taken during a meeting of the
so-called Interim Committee not to warn the
populations of the specif ic target cities. James
Byrnes and Oppenheimer insisted that the bombs
must be used without prior warning.”
“Closely linked to the question of whether a
warning of an atomic bomb attack was given to
the civilian populations of the target cities is the
third ‘article of f ifth’ that underpins the American
legend of Hiroshima; the belief that Hiroshima
a n d N a g a s a k i we r e m i l i t a r y t a rg e t s . T h e
Headquarters of the Japanese Second army were
located in Hiroshima and approximately 20,000
men—of which about half, or 10,000 died in the
attack. In Nagasaki, there were about 150 deaths
among militar y personnel in the city. Thus,
between the two cities, 4.4% of the total death toll
was made up of military personnel. In short, more
than 95% of the casualties were civilians.”
On p.39 of Hiroshima’s Shadows we f ind that
(at Hiroshima) “strictly military damage was
insignif icant.” How are we to reconcile this
statement with Harry Truman’s vainglorious boast
in Off The Record; the Private Papers of Harry
S. Truman Harper, 1980, p.304, “In 1945 I had
ordered the Atomic Bomb dropped on Japan at two
p l a c e s d evo t e d a l m o s t e x c l u s iv e ly t o wa r
production.” In fact, many thousands of the
Hiroshima casualties were children sitting in their
classrooms.
The bomb was dropped because (p.35) “The
Manhattan Project’s managers were lobbying to
use the atomic bomb. Byrnes sat in on these
meetings. Maj. Gen. Groves seems to have been
the author of the claim that the use of the bomb
would save a million American lives—a f igure in
the realm of fantasy.”
Truman himself variously stated that the use
of the use of the atomic bomb saved “a quarter of
a m i l l i o n A m e r i c a n l ive s ” , a “ h a l f - m i l l i o n
American lives”, and f inally settled on the Gen.
Groves figure of “a million American lives saved.”
Meanwhile (p.64) William L. Laurence, who

was writing for the New York Times at full salary
while also receiving a full salary from the War
Department as the “public relations agent for the
atomic bomb” published several stories in the New
York Times denying that there had been any
radiation effects on the victims of the Hiroshima
bombing (Sept. 5, 1945 et seq.) in which he
quotes General Groves’ indignant comment, “The
Japanese are still continuing their propaganda
aimed at creating the impression we won the war
unfairly and thus attempting to create sympathy
for themselves.”
( p . 6 6 ) “ T h e L eg a t i o n o f S w i t z e r l a n d o n
A u g u s t 1 1 , 1 9 4 5 f owa r d e d f r o m To ky o t h e
following memorandum to the State Department
(which sat on it for twenty-f ive years before
f inally releasing it): ‘The Legation of Switzerland
has received a communication from the Japanese
Gover nment.’ On August 6, 1945, American
airplanes released on the residential district of the
town of Hiroshima, bombs of a new type, killing
and injuring in one second a large number of
civilians and destroying a great part of the town.
Not only is the city of Hiroshima a provincial
town without any protection or special military
installations of any kind, but also none of the
n e i g h b o r i n g r e g i o n s o r t ow n s c o n s t i t u t e s a
military objective.”
The introduction to Hiroshima’s Shadows
concludes that (p.lxvii) “The claim that an
i nva s i o n o f t h e J a p a n e s e h o m e i s l a n d s wa s
necessary without the use of the atomic bombs is
untrue. The claim that an ‘atomic warning’ was
given to the populace of Hiroshima is untrue. And
the claim that both cities were key military targets
is untrue.”
A PILOT’S STORY
Corroboration of these statements is found in
t h e r e m a r k a bl e r e c o r d o f E l l swo r t h To r r ey
Carrington, “Reflections of a Hiroshima Pilot”.
(p.9) “As part of the Hiroshima atomic battle plan
my B-29 (named Jabbitt III, Captain John Abbott
Wi l s o n ’s t h i r d wa r p l a n e ) f l ew t h e we a t h e r
observation mission over the secondary target of
Kokura on August 6, 1945.” (p.10) “After the first
bomb was dropped, the atom bomb command was
very fearful that Japan might surrender before we
could drop the second bomb, so our people
worked around the clock, 24-hours-a-day to avoid
such a misfortune.” This is, of course, satire on
Carrington’s part. (p.13) “in city after city all
over the face of Japan (except for our cities spared
because reser ved for atomic holocaust) they
ignited the most terrible firestorms in history with
very light losses (of B-29s). Sometimes the heat
from these f irestorms was so intense that later
waves of B-29s were caught by updrafts strong
enough to loft them upwards from 4 or 5,000 feet
all the way up to 8 or 10,000 feet. The major told
us that the f ire-bombing of Japan had proven
successful far beyond anything they had imagined
possible and that the 20th Air Force was running
out of cities to burn. Already there were no longer
(as of the first week in June 1945) any target cities
left that were worth the attention of more than 50
B-29s, and on a big day, we could send up as
m a ny a s 4 5 0 p l a n e s ! ” “ T h e t o t a l i t y o f t h e
devastation in Japan was extraordinary, and this
was matched by the near-totality of Japan’s
defenselessness.” (as of June 1, 1945, before the
atomic bombs were dropped.) (p.14) “The Truman
government censored and controlled all the war
information that was allowed to reach the public,
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and of course, Truman had a vested interest in
obscuring the truth so as to surreptitiously prolong
the war and be politically able to use the atom
bomb. Regarding the second element of the
Roosevelt-Truman atomic Cold War strategy of
deceiving the public into believing that Japan was
still militarily viable in the spring and summer of
1945, the centerpiece was the terribly expensive
and criminally unnecessary campaign against
Okinawa.
Carrington quotes Admiral William D. Leahy,
p. 245, I Was There, McGraw Hill: “A large part
of the Japanese Navy was already on the bottom
of the sea. The combined Navy surface and air
force action even by this time had forced Japan
into a position that made her early sur render
i n ev i t a bl e .
N o n e o f u s t h e n k n ew t h e
potentialities of the atomic bomb, but it was my
opinion, and I urged it strongly on the Joint
C h i e f s , t h a t n o m a j o r l a n d i nva s i o n o f t h e
Japanese mainland was necessary to win the war.
The JCS did order the preparation of plans for an
i nva s i o n , b u t t h e i nva s i o n i t s e l f wa s n eve r
authorized.”
Thus Truman, urged on by General Groves,
claims that “a million American lives were saved”
by the use of the atomic bomb, when no invasion
had ever been authorized, and was not in the cards.
Carrington continues, p.16, “The monstrous truth
is that the timing of the Okinawa campaign was
exclusively related to the early August timetable
o f t h e a t o m i c b o m b. J ’ a c c u s e ! I a c c u s e
Presidents Franklin Roosevelt and Harry Truman
of deliberately committing war crimes against the
American people for the sole purpose of helping
set the stage for the criminally unnecessary use of
atomic weapons on Japan.”
Carrington further quotes Admiral Leahy, from
I Was There, “It is my opinion that the use of this
barbarous weapon at Hiroshima and Nagaski was
of no material assistance in our war against Japan.
The Japanese were already defeated and ready to
surrender because of the effective sea blockade
and the successful bombing with conventional
weapons.”
Carrington concludes, p.22, “Truman’s wanton
use of atomic weapons left the American people
feeling dramatically less secure after winning
World War II than they had ever felt before, and
these feelings of insecurity have been exploited by
unscrupulous Cold War Machine Politicians ever
since.” As Senator Vandenberg said, “We have to
scare the hell out of ’em” in order to browbeat the
American people into paying heavy taxes to
support the Cold War.

culture as well.”
Alperowitz also quotes General Curtis LeMay,
chief of the Air Forces, p.334, “The war would
have been over in two weeks without the Russians
entering and without the atomic bomb. PRESS
INQUIRY: You mean that, sir? Without the
Russians and without the atomic bomb? LeMay:
The atomic bomb had nothing to do with the
end of the war at all.” September 29, 1945,
statement.

DID THE ATOMIC BOMB WIN THE
WAR AGAINST JAPAN?
Admiral William Leahy also stated in I Was
There, “My own feeling is that being the f irst to
use it (the atomic bomb) we had adopted an
ethical standard common to the Barbarism of the
Dark Ages. I was not taught to make war in that
fashion, and wars cannot be won by destroying
women and children.”
Gar Alperowitz notes, p.16, “On May 5, May
12 and June 7, the Off ice of Strategic Services
(our intelligence operation), reported Japan was
considering capitulation. Further messages came
on May 18, July 7, July 13 and July 16.”
Alperowitz points out, p.36, “The standing
United States demand for ‘unconditional
surrender’ directly threatened not only the person
of the Emperor but such central tenets of Japanese

THE NAGASAKI BOMB
When the Air Force dropped the atomic bomb
on Nagasaki, with William Laurence riding in the
co-pilot’s seat of the B-29, pretending to be Dr.
Strangelove, here again the principal target was a
Catholic church. P.93, The Fall Of Japan, by
William Craig, Dial, NY, 1967, “the roof and
masonry of the Catholic cathedral fell on the
kneeling worshippers. All of them died.” This
church has now been rebuilt, and is a prominent
feature of the Nagasaki tour.
After the terror bombings of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, the victorious Allies moved promptly to
try Japanese off icials for their “war crimes”.
From 1945-51 several thousand Japanese military
men were found guilty of war crimes by an
International Military Tribunal which met in
Tokyo from 1946 to 1948. Twenty-eight Japanese
military and civilian leaders were accused of
h av i n g e n g a g e d i n c o n s p i r a cy t o c o m m i t
atrocities. The dissenting member of the Tokyo
tribunal, Judge Radhabinod of India, dismissed
the charge that Japanese leaders had conspired to
commit atrocities, stating that a stronger case
might be made against the victors, because the
decision to use the atomic bomb resulted in
indiscriminate murder.
A very popular movie in Japan today is Pride,
The Fateful Moment, which shows Prime Minister
General Hideki Tojo in a favorable light. With six
others, he was hanged in 1968 as a war criminal.
D u r i n g h i s t r i a l , h i s l aw ye r s s t a t e d t o t h e
International Tribunal for the Far East, the Asian
version of Nuremberg Trials, that Tojo’s war
crimes could not begin to approach the dropping
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of the atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
T h e p r o s e c u t o r s i m m e d i a t e ly o b j e c t e d, a n d
censored their statements. That was the last time
there was any off icial recognition of the atomic
bomb massacres in Japan. Japanese off icials have
been effectively prevented from taking any stand
on this matter because the American military
occupation, which off icially ended in 1952 with
the Treaty with Japan, was quietly continued.
Today, 49,000 American troops are still stationed
in Japan, and there is no public discussion of the
crimes of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
AMERICAN MILITARY
AUTHORITIES SAY ATOMIC BOMB
UNNECESSARY
The most authoritative Air Force unit during
World War II was the U.S. Strategic Bombing
Survey, which selected targets on the basis of
need, and which analyzed the results for future
m i s s i o n s . I n H i ro s h i m a ’s S h a d ow, t h e U. S .
Strategic Bombing Survey report of July 1, 1946
states, “The Hiroshima and Nagasaki atomic
bombs did not defeat Japan, nor by the testimony
of the enemy leaders who ended the war did they
persuade Japan to accept unconditional surrender.
The Emperor, the lord privy seal, the prime
minister, the foreign minister, and the navy
minister had decided as early as May 1945 that the
war should be ended even if it meant acceptance
of defeat on allied terms.... It is the Survey’s
opinion that certainly prior to December 1, 1945
and in all probability prior to November 1, 1945,
Japan would have surrendered even if the atomic
bombs had not been dropped and even if no
invasion had been planned or contemplated.”
Both military, political and religious leaders
spoke out against the atomic bombing of Japanese
civilians. The Federal Council of the Churches of
Christ in America issued a formal statement in
March 1946 (cited by Gar Alperowitz):
“The surprise bombings of Hiroshima and
N a ga s a k i a r e m o r a l ly i n d e f e n s i bl e . B o t h
b o m b i n g s m u s t b e j u d g e d t o h ave b e e n
unnecessary for winning the war. As the power
that f irst used the atomic bomb under these
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circumstances, we have sinned grievously against
t h e l aw s o f G o d a n d a g a i n s t t h e p e o p l e o f
Japan.”—Commission on the Relation of the
Church to the War in the Light of the Christian
Faith.
On p.438, Gar Alperowitz quotes James M.
Gillis, editor of Catholic World, “I would call it a
crime were it not that the word ‘crime’ implies
sin, and sin requires a consciousness of guilt. The
action taken by the Untied States government was
i n d e f i a n c e o f eve r y s e n t i m e n t a n d eve r y
conviction upon which our civilization is based.”
One of the most vociferous critics of the
atomic bombings was David Lawrence, founder
and editor of U.S. News and World Report. He
signed a number of stinging editorials, the f irst
on August 17, 1945.
“Military necessity will be our constant cry in
answer to criticism, but it will never erase from
o u r m i n d s t h e s i m p l e t r u t h , t h a t we , o f a l l
civilized nations, though hesitating to use poison
ga s , d i d n o t h e s i t a t e t o e m p l oy t h e m o s t
destructive weapon of all times indiscriminately
against men, women and children.” On October
5, Lawrence continued his attack, “The United
States should be the f irst to condemn the atomic
bomb and apologize for its use against Japan.
Spokesmen for the Army Air Forces said it wasn’t
necessary and that the war had been won already.
Competent testimony exists to prove that Japan
was seeking to surrender many weeks before the
atomic bomb came.” On November 23, Lawrence
wrote, “The truth is we are guilty. Our conscience
as a nation must trouble us. We must confess our
sin. We have used a horrible weapon to asphyxiate
and cremate more than 100,000 men, women and
children in a sort of super-lethal gas chamber—
a n d a l l t h i s i n a wa r a l r e a d y wo n o r wh i c h
spokesman for our Air Forces tell us we could
have readily won without the atomic bomb. We
ought, therefore, to apologize in unequivocal
terms at once to the whole world for our misuse
of the atomic bomb.”
David Lawrence was an avowed conservative,
a successful b usinessman, who knew eleven
presidents of the United States intimately, and was
awarded the Medal of Freedom by President
Richard M. Nixon, April 22, 1970.
ANOTHER EISENHOWER SPEAKS
A l t h o u g h E i s e n h owe r n eve r c h a n g e d h i s
opinion of the use of the atomic bomb, during his
presidency he repeatedly voiced his opinion, as
q u o t e d by S t eve N e a l , T h e E i s e n h owe r s
Doubleday, 1978. P.225, “Ike would never lose
his scepticism of the weapon and later referred to
it as a ‘hellish contrivance’.”
His brother, Milton Eisenhower, a prominent
educator, was even more vocal on this subject. As
q u o t e d by G a r A l p e r w i t z , p . 3 5 8 , M i l t o n
Eisenhower said, “Our employment of this new
force at Hiroshima and Nagasaki was a supreme
provocation to other nations, especially the Soviet
Union. Moreover, its use violated the normal
s t a n d a r d s o f wa r f a r e by w i p i n g o u t e n t i r e
populations, mostly civilians, in the target cities.
C e r t a i n ly wh a t h a p p e n e d a t H i r o s h i m a a n d
Nagasaki will forever be on the conscience of the
American people.”
During his Presidency, Dwight Eisenhower
tried to f ind peaceful uses for atomic energy. In
The Eisenhower Diaries, p.261, we f ind that “The
phrase ‘atoms for peace’ entered the lexicon of
international affairs with a speech by Eisenhower
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before the United Nations December 8, 1953.”
Control of atomic energy had now given the New
Wo r l d O r d e r c l i q u e e n o r m o u s p owe r, a n d
E i s e n h owe r, i n h i s f a r ewe l l s p e e c h t o t h e
American people on leaving the Presidency In
Review (Doubleday, 1969), on January 17, 1961,
warned, “In the councils of government we must
guard against the acquisition of unwar ranted
influence, whether sought or unsought, by the
miliary-industrial complex. The potential for the
disastrous rise of misplaced power exists and will
persist.”
By f ailing to name the power behind the
militar y-industrial complex, the inter national
bankers, Eisenhower left the American people in
the dark as to he was actually war ning them
against. To this day they do not understand what
h e wa s t r y i n g t o s ay, t h a t t h e i n t e r n a t i o n a l
bankers, the Zionists and the Freemasons had
for med an unholy alliance whose money and
power could not be overcome by righteous citizens
of the United States.
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He was replaced by Lewis Lichtenstein Strauss, of
Ku h n , L o e b C o . S t r a u s s wa s a p p r i s e d o f
Oppenheimer’s many Communist associations, but
he decided to overlook them until he found that
O p p e n h e i m e r wa s s a b o t a g i n g p r og r e s s o n
developing the new and much more destructive
hy d r og e n b o m b. I t s e e m e d a p p a r e n t t h a t
Oppenheimer was delaying the hydrogen bomb
until the Soviet Union could get its own version
o n l i n e . F u r i o u s a t t h e b e t r ay a l , h e a s k e d
Oppenheimer to resign as director of the
Commission. Oppenheimer refused. Strauss then
ordered that he be tried. A hearing was held from
April 5 to May 6, 1954. After reviewing the
results, the Atomic Energy Commission voted to
strip Oppenheimer of his security clearance, ruling
that he “possessed substantial defects of character
and imprudent dangerous associations with known
subversives”.
Oppenheimer retired to Princeton, where his
mentor, Albert Einstein, presided over the Institute
for Advanced Study, a think tank for refugee
“geniuses”, f inanced by the Rothschilds through
MACARTHUR’S WARNING
o n e o f t h e i r m a ny s e c r e t f o u n d a t i o n s .
O p p e n h e i m e r wa s a l r e a d y a t r u s t e e o f t h e
General Douglas MacArthur also tried to warn Institute, were he remained until his death in
the American people of this threat, as quoted in 1966.
American Ceaser, by William Manchester, Little
THE REBIRTH OF ISRAEL
Brown, 1978, p.692, “In 1957, he lashed out at
large Pentagon budgets. ‘Our government has
Einstein considered the atomic age merely as
kept us in a perpetual state of fear—kept us in a
continuous stampede of patriotic fervor—with the a stage for the rebirth of Israel. On p.760 of
cry of grave national emergency. Always there has Einstein; His Life And Times we f ind that Abba
been some terrible evil to gobble us up if we did Eban, the Israeli Ambassador, came to his home
not blindly rally behind it by fur nishing the with the Israeli consul, Reuben Dafni. He later
exorbitant funds demanded. Yet, in retrospect, wrote, “Professor Einstein told me that he saw the
these disasters seem never to have happened, seem rebirth of Israel as one of the few political acts
in his lifetime which had an essential moral
never to have been quite real.”
T h i s wa s t h e r e s t a t e m e n t o f S e n a t o r quality. He believed that the conscience of the
Vandenberg’s famous comment, “We have to scare world should, therefore, be involved in Israel’s
preservation.” by Ronald W. Clarke, Avon Books
the hell out of ’em.”
1971.
THE NEW ATOMIC AGE
On March 1, 1946, Army Air Force Contract
No. MX-791 was signed, creating the RAND
The scientists who had built the atomic bomb Corporation as an off icial think tank, def ining
were gleeful when they received the news of its P r o j e c t R A N D a s “ a c o n t i n u i n g p r og r a m o f
success at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. In the book, scientif ic study and research on the broad subject
R o b e r t O p p e n h e i m e r, D a rk P r i n c e , by J a c k of air warfare with the object of recommending to
Rummel, 1992, we find, p.96, “Back in the United the Air Force preferred methods of techniques and
States the news of the bombing of Hiroshima was instrumentalities for this purpose.” On May 14,
greeted with a mixture of relief, pride, joy, shock 1948, RAND Corporation funding was taken over
and sadness. Otto Frisch remembers the shouts by H . R owa n G a i t h e r, h e a d o f t h e Fo r d
of joy, ‘Hiroshima has been destroyed!’ ‘Many of Foundation. This was done because the Air Force
my friends were rushing to the telephone to book had sole control of the atomic bomb, RAND Corp.
tables at the La Fonda Hotel in Santa Fe in order developed the Air Force and atomic bomb program
to celebrate. Oppenheimer walked around “like f o r t h e C o l d Wa r, w i t h t h e S t r a t eg i c A i r
a prizef ighter, clasping his hands together above Command, the missile program, and many other
his head as he came to the podium”.’”
elements of the “terror strategy”. It became a
Oppenheimer had been a lifelong Communist. billion dollar game for these scientists, with John
“ H e wa s h e av i ly i n f l u e n c e d by S ov i e t von Neumann, their leading scientist, becoming
Communism”: A New Civilization, by Sidney and world famous as the inventor of “game theory”,
Beatrice Webb, the founders of Fabian Socialism in which the United States and the Soviet Union
in England. He became director of research at the engaged in a worldwide “game” to see which
newly formed U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, would be the f irst to attack the other with nuclear
with his mentor, Bernard Baruch, ser ving as missiles. In the United States, the schools held
chair man. Oppenheimer continued his many daily bomb drills, with the children hiding under
Communist Party Associations; his wife was Kitty their desks. No one told them that thousands of
Peuning, widow of Joe Dallet, an American s c h o o l s c h i l d r e n i n H i r o s h i m a h a d b e e n
C o m m u n i s t wh o h a d b e e n k i l l e d d e f e n d i n g incinerated in their classrooms; the desks offered
Communism with the notorious Lincoln Brigade no protection against nuclear weapons. The moral
in Spain. Because Oppenheimer was under Party effect on the children was devastating. If they
discipline, the Party then ordered him to marry were to be vaporized in the next ten seconds, there
seemed little reason to study, mar ry and have
Kitty Peuning and make a home for her.
Bar uch resigned from the Atomic Energy c h i l d r e n , o r p r e p a r e f o r a s t e a d y j o b. T h i s
Commission to attend to his business interests. demoralization through the nuclear weapons
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program is the undisclosed reason for the decline
in public morality.
I n 1 9 8 7 , P hy l l i s L a Fa rg e p u bl i s h e d T h e
Strangelove Legacy, The Impact Of The Nuclear
Threat On Children, chronicling through extended
research the moral devastation wreaked on the
children by the daily threat of annihilation. She
quotes Freeman Dyson, who stated the world has
been divided into two worlds, the world of the
wa r r i o r s , a n d t h e wo r l d o f t h e v i c t i m s , t h e
children. It was William L. Laurence, sitting in
the co-pilot’s seat of a B-29 over Nagasaki, and
the children waiting to be vaporized below. This
situation has not changed.

Mahatma Gandhi echoed the general climate of
opinion. P.258, Hiroshima’s Shadow: “The
atomic bomb has deadened the f inest feelings
which have sustained mankind for ages. There
used to be so-called laws of war which made it
tolerable. Now we understand the naked truth.
War knows no law except that of might. The
atomic bomb brought an empty victory to the
Allied armies. It has resulted for the time being
in the soul of Japan being destroyed. What has
happened to the soul of the destroying nation is
yet too early to see. Truth needs to be repeated
as long as there are men who do not believe it.”
Memorial Day, 1998

THE LEGAL ASPECTS OF
NUCLEAR WARFARE
Because Japan was occupied by the U.S.
Military in 1945, the Japanese Government was
never allowed any opportunity to f ile any legal
charges about the use of the atomic bombs on
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Although Japanese
leaders were tried and executed for “war crimes”
no one was ever charged for the atomic bombings.
I t wa s n o t u n t i l 1 9 9 6 t h a t t h e Wo r l d C o u r t
d e l iv e r e d a n o p i n i o n o n t h e u s e o f n u c l e a r
weapons. (p.565, Hiroshima’s Shadows) “In July
1996, the World court took a stand in its f irst
formal opinion on the legality of nuclear weapons.
Two years earlier, the United Nations had asked
the Court for an advisory opinion. The General
Assembly of the United Nations posed a single,
yet profoundly basic, question for consideration.
It the threat of use of nuclear weapons on any
circumstances permitted under international law?
For the f irst time, the world’s preeminent judicial
authority has considered the question of
criminality vis-a-vis the use of a nuclear weapon,
and, in doing so, it has come to the conclusion
that the use of a nuclear weapon is ‘unlawful’. It
is also the Court’s view that even the threat of the
use of a nuclear weapon is illegal. Although there
were differences concerning the implications of
the right of self-defense provided by Article 51 of
the U.N. Charter, ten of the four teen judges
hearing the case found the use of threat to use a
nuclear weapon to be illegal on the basis of the
existing canon of humanitarian law which governs
the conduct of armed conflict. The judges based
their opinion on more than a century of treatise
and conventions that are collectively known as the
‘Hague’ and ‘Geneva’ laws.”
Thus the Court ruled that nuclear weapons are
illegal under the Hague and Geneva conventions
, agreements which were in existence at the time
of the Hiroshima and Nagasaki bombings. They
were illegal then, and they are illegal now.
GANDHI
SPEAKS
Among world leaders who spoke out about the
United States’ use of atomic weapons in Japan,
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Cast of Characters: The House of Rothschild;
international bankers who made enormous prof its
during the nineteenth century, and used their
money to take over governments.
Ber nard Bar uch: New York agent of the
Rothschilds who at the turn of the century set up
the tobacco trust, the copper trust and other trusts
f o r t h e R o t h s c h i l d s . H e b e c a m e t h e g r ey
eminence of the United States atomic bomb
p r og r a m wh e n h i s l a c ke y, J. R o b e r t
Oppenheimner, became director of the Los Alamos
bomb development, and when his Washington
lackey, James F. Byrnes, advised Truman to drop
the atomic bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
Albert Einstein; lifelong Zionist who initiated
the United States’ atomic bomb program with a
personal letter to President Franklin D. Roosevelt
in 1939.
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THE COURT OF
INTERNATIONAL JUSTICE
Eustace C. Mullins,
Ezra Pound World Peace Foundation
Japanese-American Friendship Society
and the People of Japan,
Plaintiffs,
v.
The United States Government,
Defendant.
The plaintiffs bring this action before the
World Court of International Justice to resolve the
following charges:
1. Defendant conspired to commit war crimes
against the people of Japan during World War II.
2. Defendant conspired to commit atrocities
against the people of Japan during World War II.
3. Defendant conspired to subsequently evade
and cover up these crimes by militarily occupying
the nation of Japan, effectively preventing the
people of Japan from seeking legal recourse for
the actions of defendant. Defendant continues
to militarily occupy Japan today, with 49,999
troops stationed there, on the pretext that the
Soviet Union might attack. This pretext ignores
the geopolitical fact that the Soviet Union
collapsed in 1989 and does not pose a threat to
anyone.
4. Defendant conspired to commit crimes of
genocide against the people of Japan, motivated
by racial hatred and religious bigotry.
5. Defendant violated the Hague agreements
and the Geneva Convention, as determined by the
World Cour t in June 1996, by making war
against civilians and inflicting millions of
casualties by firebombing Japanese cities and the
atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki
during World War II.
6. After committing these crimes, defendant
conspired to cover up these crimes by issuing a
number of false statements, denying war crimes,
and distortions of fact to evade any punishment
for these war crimes.
7. Defendant also conspired to conceal from
the American people the circumstances behind
the commission of these war crimes, that a small
group of conspirators, refugees from Europe,
came to the United States and inf iltrated the
government of the United States, and in total
secrecy launched the project to manufacture an
atomic bomb for use against Germany and Japan.
At no time during this conspiracy were the
people of the United States aware of what was
taking place, nor consulted for their approval, in
v i o l a t i o n o f r e p u bl i c a n p r i n c i p l e s a n d t h e
Constitution of the United States.
8 . S i n c e Wo r l d Wa r I I , d e f e n d a n t h a s
c o n d u c t e d a wo r l d w i d e p r og r a m o f a t o m i c
terrorism, called atomic diplomacy, to ensure that
its program continues unabated, and without
punishment.
9. Although Japan had been reduced to ashes
by June 1945, defendant insisted that an invasion
was necessary, while ignoring peace tenders from
Japan since May 1945, and defendant further
claimed that the American military would suffer
one million war dead while invading Japan, and
that it was necessary to drop the atomic bombs
on Hiroshima, August 6, 1945, and Nagasaki,
August 9, 1945. In fact, as Admiral William D.
Leahy pointed out in his book, I Was There, “the
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invasion itself was never authorized.” General
D w i g h t D. E i s e n h owe r, S u p r e m e M i l i t a r y
Commander, Admiral William D. Leahy, Air force
General Curtis LeMay, and many other American
military leaders, made public statements that it
was not necessary to drop the atomic bombs.
Po l i t i c a l c o n s i d e r a t i o n s d i c t a t e d t h a t i t b e
dropped on Japan, in orde r to test it on a living
population, and, if possible, to “tally” a million
or more victims with the bombs, for the purpose
of postwar intimidation of all other nations.
10. The atomic bomb was the creation of a
small group of European refugees, whose efforts
to develop such a bomb in Europe had been
i n d i g n a n t ly r e j e c t e d . A l b e r t E i n s t e i n , t h e
physicist, wrote a personal letter to President
Fr a n k l i n D. R o o s eve l t , A u g u s t 2 , 1 9 3 9 ,
recommending that this bomb be built by the
United States. His letter was hand-delivered to
Roosevelt by Alexander Sachs, a Wall Street
speculator. The atomic bomb prog ram was
directed from behind the scenes by another Wall
Street speculator, Bernard Baruch, an agent of
the Rothschilds. Baruch selected Major General
Leslie Groves as the director of the project, and
J. Robert Oppenheimer as science director of the
program. Baruch continued to issue directives
throughout the prog ram, insisting to Major
General Groves that the city of Kyoto be the
primary target of the atomic bombs. Military
leaders opposed this selection, pointing out that
Kyoto was the ancient capital of Japan, and a
religious center with more than two hundred
ancient temples. Hiroshima and Nagasaki were
f inally chosen, although neither of these cities
offered a primar y militar y target. Bar uch
continued to dictate decisions on the atomic
bomb, through the President’s National Defense
R e s e a r c h C o m m i t t e e , c h a i r e d by B a r u c h ’s
Washington representative, James F. Byrnes.
11. After the devastation of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, defendant perpetrated a number of
outright falsehoods to avoid blame for these
massacres of civilians. The f irst was that the
inhabitants were warned by leaflets dropped over
the city that an atomic bomb would be used. In
fact, the leaflets were not dropped until August
1 0 , a f t e r t h e b o m b s h a d ex p l o d e d . T h e
President’s Committee had resolved on May 31,
1945 that “we could not give the Japanese any
warning.” The second falsehood was that an
invasion of Japan would be necessary if the
atomic bomb was not used; this would cost a
million American lives. Many leading American
military authorities state this is absolutely false.
The third falsehood was that both cities were
“key military targets”. President Truman boasted
in his private papers that “in 1945 I had ordered
the atomic bomb dropped on Japan at two places
devoted almost exclusively to war production.”
In f act, more than 95% of the dead at
Hiroshima and Nagasaki were civilians. Only
4.4% of the death toll was made up of military
personnel. A fourth falsehood, printed in the
New York Times September 5, 1945, was that the
victims had suffered no radiation damage. This
story was written by William L. Laurence, the
paid propagandist for the War Department with
exclusive rights to material on the atomic bomb.
Laurence quoted Major General Groves that the
Japanese “are attempting to create sympathy for
themselves”.
12. The Legation of Switzerland in Tokyo
forwarded to the defendant a statement from the
Japanese government, the complaint that “the city
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of Hiroshima is a provincial town without any
protection or military installations of any kind,
but also none of the neighboring regions or
t ow n s c o n s t i t u t e s a m i l i t a r y o b j e c t ive .”
Observers on the scene recorded that “strictly
military damage was insignif icant.”
13. The most authoritative off icial United
States unit during World War II was the U.S.
Strategic Bombing Survey, which selected targets
and analyzed the results of the bombings for the
benef it of future missions. Their report of July
1, 1946 states, “the Hiroshima and Nagasaki
bombs did not defeat Japan, nor by the testimony
of the enemy leaders who ended the war did they
persuade Japan to accept unconditional surrender.
The Emperor, the lord privy seal, the prime
minister, the foreign minister, and the navy
minister had decided as early as May 1945 that
t h e wa r s h o u l d b e e n d e d eve n i f i t m e a n t
acceptance of defeat on allied terms... It is the
Survey’s opinion that certainly prior to December
1, 1945, and in all probability prior to November
1, 1945, Japan would have surrendered even if
the atomic bombs had not been dropped and even
i f n o i nva s i o n h a d b e e n p l a n n e d o r
contemplated.”
1 4 . T h i s p r ove s t h a t t h e d e s t r u c t i o n o f
H i r o s h i m a a n d N a g a s a k i we r e wa r c r i m e s
deliberately committed, with foreknowledge that
it was not necessary to drop the atomic bombs
on these two cities. As David Lawrence, founder
and editor of U.S. News And World Report, wrote
in his editorial November 23, 1945, “the truth
is we are guilty. Our conscience as a nation
must trouble us. We must confess our sin. We
have used a horrible weapon to asphyxiate and
cremate more than 100,000 men, women and
children in a sort of super-lethal gas chamber—
and all this in a war already won or which
spokesman for our Air Forces tell us we could
have readily won without the atomic bomb.”
15. The world leader and pacif ist Mahatma
G a n d h i s p o k e s a d ly a b o u t t h e t r a g e d y o f
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. “The atomic bomb has
deadened the f inest feelings which have sustained
mankind for ages. There used to be so-called
laws of war which made it tolerable. Now we
understand the naked truth. War knows no law
except that of might. The atomic bomb brought
an empty victory to the Allied armies. It has
resulted for the time being in the soul of Japan
being destroyed. What has happened to the soul
of the destroying nation is yet too early to see.”
16. Defendant is in violation of the Geneva
Convention. Protocal 2, Scope of Application
of Humanitarian Law, states: 1. “International
humanitarian law is applicable to international
armed conflicts. The international law of peace
existing between the states concerned will thus
be large superseded by the rules of international
humanitarian law.... A state can not, therefore,
be allowed to invoke military necessity as a
j u s t i f i c a t i o n f o r u p s e t t i n g t h a t b a l a n c e by
departing from those rules.”
1 7 . IV. Hu m an i t ari an R eq u i rem en t s an d
Military Necessity. “In war, a belligerent many
a p p ly o n ly t h a t a m o u n t a n d k i n d o f f o r c e
necessary to defeat the enemy. Acts of war are
only permissible if they are directed against
military objectives, if they are not likely to cause
unnecessar y suffering, and if they are not
perf idious.” The bombing of Hiroshima and
Nagasaki clearly falls outside the scope of this
ruling, being civilian targets, the bombing caused
unnecessary suffering, and defendant’s attempted

justif ication was openly perf idious.
18. 129. If an act of war is not expressly
p r o h i b i t e d by i n t e r n a t i o n a l a g r e e m e n t s o r
customary law, this does not necessarily mean
that it is actually permissible. The so-called
Mar tens Clause, developed by the Livonian
professor Friedrich von Martens (1845-1909)
delegate of Tsar Nicholas II at the Hague Peace
Conferences, which has been included in the
Preamble to the 1907 Hague Convention IV and
reaff irmed in the 1977 Additional Protocal I as
stated below, will always be applicable. In cases
n o t c ove r e d by t h e P r o t o c o l o r by o t h e r
international agreement, civilians and combatants
remain under the protection and authority of the
principles of international law derived from
established custom, from the principles of
h u m a n i t y, a n d f r o m t h e d i c t a t e s o f p u bl i c
conscience. (Artl., pars. 2 AP 1; see also
Preamble pars. 4 AP II)
19. Protocol I—Part IV. Section i. “....the
obligation of the Parties to the conflict to ‘at
a l l t i m e s d i s t i n g u i s h b e t we e n t h e c iv i l i a n
population and combatants’.” Article 48—Basic
rule, “the prohibition of ‘indiscriminate attacks’.”
Article 51—Protection of the civilian population,
p a r a g r a p h 4 , i n p a r t i c u l a r “ a n a t t a c k by
bombardment by any method or means which
treats as a single military objective a number of
clearly separated and distinct military objectives,
located in a city, town, village or other area
containing a similar concentration of civilians or
civilian objects” (Article 51—Protection of the
civilian population paragraph 5 (a) and “an attack
which may be expected to cause incidental loss
of civilian life, injury to civilians, damage to
civilian objects, or a combination thereof, which
would be excessive in relation to the concrete
and direct military advantage anticipated (article
5 1 — P r o t e c t i o n o f t h e c iv i l i a n p o p u l a t i o n ,
paragraph 5 [b]).
2 0 . P r o t o c a l I — Pa r t I V, S e c t i o n 1 .
“Protection of civilians from arbitrar y and
oppressive enemy action, outlined in 1899, and
later in 1907, was expressed in its most complete
form in the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949,
which is now supplemented by this Protocol.
WHEREFORE, the plaintiffs respectfully
m ov e t h i s C o u r t t o h e a r t h e s e c h a rg e s o f
conspiracy to commit war crimes and atrocities,
conspiracy to cover up their crimes, motivated
by racial hatred and religious bigotry, and having
i n t i m i d a t e d t h e g ov e r n m e n t o f J a p a n a n d
prevented them from seeking any redress for
t h e s e c r i m e s , a n d by d e f e n d a n t ’s o n g o i n g
p r og r a m o f a t o m i c t e r r o r i s m , p e r f i d i o u s
falsehoods, and their continuing conspiracy to
cover up crimes of genocide, mass murder and
undue suffering among their victims, and that the
Court shall hear these charges, decide upon
appropriate damages, and punishment for the
offenders.
Respectfully submitted
/s/
Eustace C. Mullins
as a citizen in party, the movant,
having f irsthand knowledge of the facts.
Eustace C. Mullins
126 Madison Place
Staunton, VA 24401
540-886-5580
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Immaculate Deception
More On The Bush
Family’s Crime Syndicate
7/16/98 #1
BACK

TO

HATONN

NON-THINKING

While I have you in a non-thinking mode I
suggest we do another bit on George Bush and
Twigs because what took place in Bahrain
doesn’t need thought—just a far-out sense of
humor. Remember, a couple of days ago when
we were writing about Bush and Bahrain and
Harken (company)? Never mind, we’ll just pick
up and call the writing part 2 and move on.
[Quoting, Part 2: Chapter 10, IMMACULATE
DECEPTION, by Russell Bowen:]
Under the agreement with Bahrain, Harken
will drill up to six exploratory wells over a
three-year period. If Harken finds oil, it would
share the production revenues with the
government of Bahrain for the next 35 years.
Neither Harken nor the Bahraini government
will disclose how those revenues would be
divided.
Harken estimates the cost of drilling the first
well will run between $12 million and $13
million. Analysts say the cost of drilling six
wells could go as high as $50 million. For
cash-strapped Harken, these costs presented a
formidable obstacle. Once the deal with
Bahrain was signed, therefore, Harken began
looking for deep-pocketed partners to fund the
project. [H: Wow!!]
At least 30 eligible suitors soon came
forward, including five major oil companies.
Harken eventually settled on Bass Enterprises
Production Co., the oil and gas exploration and
development arm of Fort Worth’s billionaire
Bass family. Bass Enterprises is headed by Sid
and Lee Bass, sons of oil tycoon Perry
Richardson Bass.
In July 1990, Harken announced that Bass
Enterprises would finance the first three
exploratory wells in Bahrain. After drilling the
three initial wells, Bass could withdraw from the
project, but would forfeit any revenues from oil
production. If Bass funds an additional three
wells, however, it would earn a 50 percent share
of the profits Harken receives from its
agreement with Bahrain. Current plans call for
drilling to begin in the fall of 1992.
George W. Bush and the Bass brothers are

not the only children of prominent parents
involved in Harken. Harken director and former
chairman Alan G. Quasha is the son of powerful
Philippines lawyer William H. Quasha.
Published accounts have documented connections
between the senior Quasha and Australia’s
infamous Nugan-Hand bank. [H: No, not the
same bank run badly and as the set up by
and of Buddy Yates—Admiral, U.S.N.?
Small world after all? This was among the
first Bush endeavors to hurt a whole lot of
people!]
Official Australian government investigations
during the late 1970s and early 1980s revealed
Nugan-Hand’s involvement in drug-money
laundering and ties to the U.S. military and
intelligence community.
Nugan-Hand co-owner and vice-chairman,
Michael John Hand, a Green Beret war hero and
CIA operative, was also a “pal of dope-dealers
and of retired and not-so-retired military
intelligence officials”, according to The Crimes
of Patriots, by former Wall Street Journal
reporter Jonathan Kwitny.
In 1977, the Australian Narcotics Bureau
released a report detailing Nugan-Hand’s
involvement in a drug smuggling network that
“exported some $3 billion [Australian] worth of
heroin from Bangkok prior to June 1976”,
according to Australia’s Sunday Pictorial.
Moreover, according to a 1984 article in Mother
Jones, former CIA officers and Iran-Contra
figures Theodore Shackley and Thomas Clines,
along with their subordinate Edwin Wilson (who
is currently imprisoned for selling plastic
explosives to Libya) used Nugan-Hand funds for
a variety of covert operations, including the
destabilization of the Australian government in
1975.
In April 1980, as Australian government
investigators closed in on Nugan-Hand, the coadministrators of the bank’s Manila offices, U.S.
Gen. LeRoy J. Manor and British subject
Wilfred Gregory, turned to their lawyer, William
Quasha, for advice, according to Kwitny.
In addition to his duties with Nugan-Hand,
Manor was chief of staff for the U.S. Pacific
Command and the U.S. government liaison with
Philippine President Ferdinand Marcos.
Gregory was Nugan-Hand’s original
representative in the Philippines and friend of
Marcos’ brother-in-law, Rudwig Rocka, whose
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family deposited $3.5 million in the bank,
according to Kwitny.
Gregory has stated that Manor’s decision to
flee the Philippines to avoid punishment was
inspired by a conversation with William Quasha.
According to Kwitny, “Gregory says William
Quasha ‘arranged’ for Manor to leave the
country. He told me to go, too. He said, ‘You
could wind up in jail.’ The three-star general,
according to Gregory, left overnight.”
In an interview with Kwitny, Quasha said
that attorney-client privilege prevented him from
divulging whether he told Manor and Gregory
they faced possible imprisonment, or whether he
advised Manor to leave the Philippines. “I’m
not confirming or denying that I gave General
Manor such advice,” Quasha said.
Harken’s familial ties to Nugan-Hand and,
indirectly, the intelligence community, are
reminiscent of another of the company’s fatherson relationships, that of George W. Bush and
his father.
Harken, the Quashas and other key Harken
figures have additional ties to Nugan-Hand
through dealings with a Swiss bank. William
Quasha’s son Alan, the Harken director, is an
attorney with the New York law firm of
Quasha, Wessley & Schneider. He is also a
director of North American Resources Limited
(NAR), one of the principal stockholders in
Harken.
According to Harken’s proxy statement,
NAR, which owns 20.24 percent of Harken’s
stock, is a partnership between Quasha’s family
and the Richemont Group Limited, a publicly
traded Swiss company.
The Richemont Group is controlled by
South-African billionaire Anthony E. “Anton”
Rupert; NAR is also the parent company of
Intercontinental Mining and Resources Limited
(IMR), another major Harken shareholder,
according to Harken’s proxy statement. The
proxy also states that IMR “and its affiliates”
are major shareholders in two Harken
subsidiaries, E-Z Serve Corp. and Texas Power
Corp. In 1989, E-Z Serve sold 80 percent of
its Hawaiian subsidiary, Aloha Petroleum, Ltd.,
to IMR for $12 million. IMR later sold its
interest in Aloha.
Alan Quasha also sits on the board of
Frontier Oil and Refining Co. of Denver, along
with Harken President Mikel Faulkner. Like the
Richemont Group, Frontier is headed by Anton
Rupert. Last October, Harken and Frontier
announced that E-Z Serve would purchase
Frontier Oil Corp., a subsidiary of Frontier Oil
and Refining. The Frontier group later backed
out of the deal.
Harken is clearly not a typical small oil
company. Its allure to some of the world’s
richest and most powerful men, and ability to
secure potentially valuable concessions, perplex
even veteran industry analysts. The company’s
complex web of financial and family
relationships is considered extraordinary.
Meanwhile, a company that employs
President Bush’s brother Prescott as a
consultant, stands to benefit if the President
clears the way for the shipment of two satellites
to China by the Hughes Aircraft Co. U.S.
officials and foreign diplomats have said
President Bush was expected to approve
exporting the satellites. The action would
represent
one
of
the
measures
the
Administration is taking to improve strained
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relations with China.
Asset Management International Financing &
Settlement, Ltd., a New York firm for which
Prescott Bush is a consultant, has a contract to
provide communications connecting more than
2,000 professional and university offices in
China.
Company executives said that the Hughes
satellites would be “advantageous” for its
project, which is a 50-50 joint venture with the
Chinese government.
In addition, Asset
Management’s executive vice president said in
an interview that the company could obtain
more communications business in China if the
satellites are launched.
Prescott Bush, an international businessman
with extensive business contacts in Asia, has
denied using his younger brother’s position to
help him, and there is no substantial indication
that the President’s foreign policy has been
affected by his brother’s business dealings.
White House Press Secretary Marlin
Fitzwater said both the President and his brother
were not aware of any direct relationship
between Asset Management’s business activities
and Hughes Aircraft, which is supplying the
satellites.
“I talked to the President, and he said he is
unaware of any relationship or any activity
involving Hughes Aircraft,” Fitzwater said.
“Then I called Prescott, and he also was
unaware of any association involving Hughes
Aircraft.”
A U.S. diplomat, describing Prescott Bush’s
dealings in China, said in an interview, “He was
smart enough not to mention his brother’s name,
and the Chinese were smart enough to make the
connection.”
President Bush, who headed the U.S.
mission in China in the mid-1970s, sent
National Security Adviser Brent Scowcroft and
Deputy Secretary of State Lawrence S.
Eagleburger to Beijing, to prevent China from
drifting into isolation as a result of international
outrage over the June 3-4 massacre of prodemocracy demonstrators.
The overture brought criticism on Capitol
Hill, where Democrats accused the President of
moving too swiftly without concessions from
the Chinese.
Last June, in response to
congressional pressure, Bush imposed sanctions
against China, including a ban on the sale or
export of equipment with possible military uses.
Last fall, Congress enacted a provision that
specifically banned the export of satellites to
China unless the President granted a waiver “in
the national interest”.
Scowcroft’s trip to Beijing was the latest
and most dramatic step by the Administration to
ease the impact of the restrictions. If Bush
approves exporting the Hughes satellites to
China, it could heighten the controversy in
Congress.
Los Angeles-based Hughes Aircraft has been
seeking final approval from the White House to
sell two of its communications satellites, one to
an Australian state-owned company called Ausat
and the other to Hong Kong consortium called
Asiasat. Both satellites would be launched on
Chinese rockets in China’s Sichuan province.
The satellites are designed to provide vital
communications links across Asia and Australia
and would be a boon to the joint venture
between the Chinese government and Asset
Management, an international financial-services
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company.
Company records list Prescott Bush as a
member of its senior advisory board, which
includes retired Admiral Elmo R. Zumwalt,
former chief of the Navy. An executive vice
president of Prescott Bush & Co. also is a
director of Asset Management, according to the
records.
[H: So even to you who never think, it
should be obvious that this was prior to 1992
elections. And, you continue to blame Billy
Zipper for things already structured, in
position, and working before he got on board
more than an in-house intern. I trust,
without thinking, you can see WHY it is
imperative to get Bush Jr. elected this next
go-around to finalize the take-over of this
New World Order of the Bushes and global
wealth.]
[END OF QUOTING]
Don’t close your TA [Thinking Anonymous]
meeting yet, but we have a meeting regarding
the Federal FDA and a few other things to
attend.
My people are ready to stop
EVERYTHING and if you wish to have any
business at all—LEAVE US OUT OF IT and
move the operations to LAS VEGAS, please.
I have never seen so many people talking
about things of which they know NOTHING nor
who can shut up long enough to even hear what
the questions are.
We have no group or gathering or
ANYTHING here and yet for two hours Channel
17 came and interviewed Rick and Ed about the
“Phoenix Group”. THERE IS NO PHOENIX
GROUP—LEASTWISE, NOT HERE AND NOT
WITH US. Now they want to come and do this
“nice” interview with Doris and E.J. Ekker?
WHAT FOR? Could this be because of the
anticipated “Pilgrimage” of some kind to
Tehachapi in August? What is this, readers?
Doris and E.J. don’t even go to the store in this
town any more, just to be left alone, so why in
the world would anyone give interviews to
anyone? Anyone can do anything they want to
do and do it wherever you want to do it—but
confound it—GET YOURSELF TOGETHER
AND STOP THIS CRAP. Someone WE never
heard of is also up for an interview. We have
never even heard the man’s name—but he seems
to be a friend of someone who just happened
to come here and decided he was somehow
supposed to stay. Forget it, readers, because as
of today, I have had my fill—and beyond.
What is this that when you know nothing
about much of anything you think you have to
yap? Is there something wrong with “I don’t
know”?
And why do journalists and
representatives from anywhere—ALWAYS LIE?
You people passed the level of Big Brother and
Orwell’s 1984 in 1984! Wake up! I don’t
expect you to THINK, but never mind dragging
us into the space-gap between your ears.
Since I am interrupting in mid thought—
please try to remember that we were talking
about Mr. Bush. Thank you. Salu.
7/18/98 #1
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Part 3:
[QUOTING, IMMACULATE DECEPTION by
Russell S. Bowen, 1991—Continuing on with

Chapter 10:]
BUSHES AND TWIGS IN
CHINA AND—
EVERYWHERE ELSE
In addition to Bush’s role as an adviser,
Asset Management Executive Vice President
Stanley B. Scheinman said the President’s
brother is a paid consultant who helps the firm
in Asia, including arranging a recent $5 million
investment in the company by a Japanese firm.
“He was instrumental in assisting us and
introducing us to the Japanese investors,” said
Scheinman.
Last September, Prescott Bush swung
through Asia and Beijing, meeting with Chinese
officials and potential investment partners. At
that time, he told the Wall Street Journal that
he was representing Asset Management on
several projects, including the satellite-linked
network inside China. He did not mention then
that Asset Management stood to gain from the
pending export of satellites to China. He did
say, however, that he had not benefited from his
brother’s position.
“There’s no conflict of interest,” he said.
“This is something that has been going on for
years.” But he conceded, “It doesn’t hurt that
my brother is the President of the United
States.”
Asset Management’s joint venture with the
Chinese government calls for a computer-based
communications network linking 2,246 offices
of scientists, physicians, engineers and other
professionals within China to the outside world,
according to Richard Wall who negotiated the
deal. He said existing technology could link
many offices within China, but he said a
satellite is required for the vital connection to
research centers and universities around the
world.
Wall said that China has a domestic satellite
in space that could handle the outside link, but
he acknowledged that the Hughes satellites
would offer a better communications link. “The
Hughes satellites offer economies and certain
efficiencies,” Wall said.
Wall and Scheinman acknowledged Asset
Management has an indirect involvement with
Hughes, which they declined to discuss, that
could lead to additional business in China if the
satellites are launched. “We are not directly
involved, but some people we are working with
are discussing needs in communication in
China,” said Scheinman.
This is not Prescott Bush’s only business
venture in China that could be affected by an
easing of sanctions.
Through his private company, the President’s
brother is involved in at least two separate
ventures in Shanghai. Prescott Bush visited
Shanghai and Beijing two or three times a year
in the mid-to-late 1980s, the Los Angeles Times
reported.
Someone placed a telephone call from
Washington, D.C., in October 1988 ordering a
Savings & Loan field regulator in Colorado to
wait two months until after Election Day to
close the failing Silverado Thrift in Denver
where candidate George Bush’s son Neil had
been a director, the Washington Post reported.
[H: George Green claims he was present for
some of those meetings as he was, he claimed,
a major “Developer”.]
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Kermit Mowbray, the former top regional
S&L regulator for Colorado, told the House
Banking Committee that on telephoned orders
from his Washington bosses, he delayed issuing
the takeover from Silverado until the day after
Bush was elected president. Mowbray testified
that field regulators had wanted Silverado seized
immediately. He couldn’t remember who called
him. Federal regulators finally seized Silverado
on Dec. 9.
M. Danny Wall, the nation’s chief thrift
regulator from 1987 to 1989, couldn’t recall
making such a phone call. Neither could his
top aides when questioned by the staff of the
House Banking Committee. The call spared the
Republicans the political embarrassment of an
election-eve shutdown of an S&L tie to the
White House. [H: Please pay attention to all
this hanky-pank because it is happening
around the globe—AGAIN—only now called
“Derivatives”.]
The financial affairs of the close-knit Bush
family is politics mixed with business—
commercial and intelligence. Investigations of
the business relationships of Neil and Jeb Bush
and of the oil-business of George Bush before
he went into politics full time in 1966 produce
connections to the world of intelligence.
National Thrift News, the bible of the S&L
industry, reported in February 1989, in a story
curiously ignored by the national media, that a
former regulator at the Federal Home Loan

Board of Topeka (which had supervisory
authority over the Denver thrift where Neil
Bush was a director) said “political
considerations” kept regulators from scrutinizing
Silverado because it involved financial
maneuvering with two major donors to the
Republican Party.
One of Silverado’s big borrowers, Larry
Mizel, raised $1 million for the GOP at the
1986 Colorado luncheon attended by President
Reagan. Another major borrower, Kenneth
Good, contributed $100,000 to President Bush’s
campaign in 1988. This is the same Kenneth
Good who made the younger Bush a $100,000
“non-repayable” loan.
The retired federal regulator, James
Moroney, said that the connections of
“politically powerful people” with Silverado led
federal examiners to adopt “a different
regulatory methodology that amounted to
preferential treatment” in allowing questionable
loans to go unchallenged.
Intelligence activities surround four of the
five major borrowers from Neil Bush’s
Silverado. Pete Brewton of the Houston Post
reported CIA and organized crime links to 22
failed S&Ls. Four of Silverado’s largest
borrowers had ties to convicted Louisiana
organized-crime figure Herman K. Beebe and to
an alleged CIA money launderer, both involved
in the collapse of numerous Texas S&Ls.
Another Silverado borrower was involved in
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arming the Contras and was the business partner
of a man who took part in CIA assassination
attempts on Fidel Castro’s life.
Well-liked
and
well-connected
in
Washington, D.C., and Florida, John Ellis “Jeb”
Bush has a reputation as a “Mr. Fix-It” inside
the Cuban-American community of Miami. The
President’s bilingual son has business and
political ties to members of that community
active in CIA-support of the Contras. This
suggests Bush is tied into a number of people
under federal indictment, with Bush himself
vulnerable to ethical if not prosecutorial
scrutiny.
Jeb, former Dade County (Fla.) Republican
Party chairman and (until his resignation in
1988) the state’s Secretary of Commerce, is
drawing scrutiny for his “informal” lobbying for
Miguel Recarey, Jr., a former high-powered
Republican fund-raiser. Political contributions
by Recarey and his associates include a $20,000
donation to a George Bush political action
committee in 1985-86.
Bush Realty, a partnership between Jeb and
Miami entrepreneur Armando Condina, received
a $75,000 fee to locate a new corporate
headquarters from International Medical Centers,
a health maintenance organization that received
$1 billion in federal funds before it collapsed
in 1987 amid fraud charges.
The company never closed a deal, despite
the $75K fee. Bush called federal health
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officials to steer millions of dollars to the
company headed by Miguel Recarey, Jr., a
Cuban-American who had business connections
to the late mob boss Santo Trafficante, Jr.
Recarey’s company, International Medical
Centers (IMC) Inc., the nation’s largest health
maintenance organization (HMO), eventually
collapsed, and federal investigators are still
trying to figure out what happened to the $1
billion in federal funds the firm received.
Recarey fled the country in 1987 amid federal
labor-racketeering, bribery and wiretapping
charges. An unknown number of Medicare
patients were denied services because of the
misuse of federal funds.
After the collapse of International Medical
Centers, press reports linked the HMO to the
Contra supply network. Allegations were made
that Medicare funds had been diverted from
Recarey’s operation to the Contras, at the
expense of elderly Floridians.
Federal officials called such allegations
groundless, but it was well known that Jeb Bush
w a s a C ontr a s upp orte r. Ac cording to a n
investigation by the Wall Street Journal, Contra
soldiers were actually treated at IMC medical
group facilities. At that time a 50-50 rule
limiting Medicare patients went into effect.
Meanwhile, Jeb Bush, had a deal in the
works. Jeb had been engaged by Recarey’s
IMC to relocate its Miami headquarters. Jeb’s
firm, Bush Realty, stood to collect a quarter of
a million dollars.
But IMC was having trouble. Almost from
the day it opened, patients, doctors, and
hospitals had been complaining that IMC wasn’t
paying its bills. It was getting bad publicity,
including allegations of the company’s
insolvency.
At the time, Jeb Bush was Dade County
Republican Party chairman, not a governmental
official. The Florida G.O.P. had floated his
name as a potential congressional candidate, but
Jeb said he was more interested in making big
bucks. “I’d like to be very wealthy,” he said,
“and I’ll be glad to let you know when I think
I’ve reached my goal...” [H: Hummnnn—!]
At about the same time Jeb Bush began
doing business with IMC, a $12 million real
estate deal.
On August 10, C. McClain Haddow was
promoted at the Department of Health and
Human Services. He had risen from chief of
staff for Utah Senator Orrin Hatch to chief of
staff for then HHS secretary Margaret Heckler.
Now he had become acting administrator of the
Health Care Financing Administration. Sixteen
days later, he signed an expansion waiver of the
50-50 rule for Miguel Recarey’s IMC.
Two years later, Haddow, testifying at a
congressional hearing, said Jeb Bush had called
Secretary Heckler to obtain the expansion
waiver, that Heckler had approved the waiver,
and that she had referred Jeb to Haddow. He
also remembered Heckler telling him that she
had received “input from the White House and
from outside the government” on the waiver
decision.
Haddow told Joe Cuomo that Jeb intervened
twice, once prior to the initial (and less
controversial) waiver, and once prior to the
August expansion waiver, each time speaking
first to Heckler, then to Haddow. Heckler,
according to Haddow, had been “a critic of
IMC”, but she saw her future in Washington as
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tied to George Bush.
So when Jeb called, the secretary of HHS
did an about-face. She thought “not bucking
against the Vice President’s son would enhance
her political stock. She confided in me that she
believed that she would be a viable vicepresidential contender on a Bush ticket in ’88,”
Haddow said.
Haddow also says that Heckler discussed her
talks with Jeb. On each occasion, Jeb contacted
Haddow a few days later and “replayed the gist
of the conversation consistent with what Heckler
had told me”. Haddow remembers speaking
with Jeb at “some length” concerning the
expansion-waiver decision, and hearing Jeb’s
“reasons why he felt it was important to do
this”.
Jeb Bush has acknowledged that he did help
Recarey, as a personal favor. As to specifics,
Bush’s son has come down with Reaganitis.
Jeb has said that he can’t recall speaking with
either Haddow or Heckler. Haddow, however,
testified that he kept logs of his calls. Jeb has
never been asked to testify.
According to the Journal report, former
Reagan aide Lynn Nofziger (convicted in 1988
in an unrelated illegal lobbying case) and former
Reagan presidential campaign manager John
Sears received approximately $400,000 and
$300,000 respectively in lobbying fees from
IMC and other Recarey-owned companies to
assist in lobbying.
Recarey also ensured himself some highpowered public relations help when he retained
Black, Manafort and Stone. That firm, which
previously employed Bush campaign director
Lee Atwater and several other Bush aides, also
counts among its clientele the Bahamas and its
leader, Lynden Oscar Pindling, who was being
investigated for his alleged participation in
cocaine trafficking.
After the waiver, IMC grew. Haddow also
agreed to have Medicare stop monitoring IMC’s
progress toward the 50-50 limit. By 1986, IMC
became so bloated with elderly enrollees that it
was taking in $30 million from Medicare every
month. Business was booming.
Jeb Bush, by his own admission, never once
disclosed his financial ties to IMC. These ties
were considerable. According to records
released by Bush Realty, Jeb met with
executives and representatives of IMC 41 times
on their $12 million deal. Once the deal was
sealed, Bush Realty stood to gain $250,000.
[H: And this is the same Jeb who plans to
be the next Governor of Florida like his
brother George is Governor of Texas while
planning to step right up to the Republican
PRESIDENCY under “Daddy as a tutor” in
the next major election, year 2000.]
On his failure to disclose, Jeb has simply
said, “If I was asked about it, I would have, of
course, told about it.”
Says Haddow:
Obviously, if his father weren’t Vice President,
Jeb might not have been able to intervene at all.
According to Haddow, the reason the secretary
of Health and Human Services accepted Jeb’s
call was “because his name was Bush”. It was
also the reason she acted on it. Jeb didn’t even
have to ask. All he had to say was that he was
calling for IMC. “I think anybody who
understands the Washington power game would
know that when the son of the Vice President
calls, or makes a statement, he doesn’t have to
advertise what he wants.” Such is the power
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of the office.
Haddow said Jeb Bush never asked him to
change any rules, only that Recarey got a fair
hearing on the 50-50 waiver request. Haddow
said he made sure he contacted Heckler so she
wouldn’t be surprised by a call from Vice President
Bush. Heckler, he said, asked for a reading on IMC,
which he requested from the Health Department’s
inspector general’s office. That reading, he said,
raised no concerns about IMC.
Haddow also said he asked his former aide,
Kevin Moley, to check IMC because of Jeb
Bush’s phone calls. Moley, he said, told him
the Vice President’s office was “very interested
in helping IMC if possible”. Heckler, he added,
told him someone from the White House had
contacted her on behalf of IMC.
“She then did a complete turnaround on
IMC,” he alleged, adding, “Heckler had her sights
set on being Bush’s vice president, and supported
the waiver for IMC on the 50-50 rule.”
Moley acknowledged he had received a call
from Bush, but confirmed that he was asked
only to give Recarey a fair hearing, not to
change a policy. He added that Jeb’s actions
might have been “highly questionable on an
ethical basis and showed bad judgement. It was
not illegal.” Neither Haddow nor Moley says
Bush mentioned his financial connection to
Recarey, and emphasized that it was not a legal
requirement to do so.
Jeb Bush was asked what it’s like to be the
son of someone in the White House. Jeb
compared himself to Ron Reagan, Jr. “There’s
a fine line,” he said, “between using your father
to seek personal gain and profit... and just
going with the flow.”
IMC service providers did not receive proper
payment and patients complained of substandard
care. After its problems became public, the
firm’s deteriorating financial condition forced a
takeover by the state. Eventually declared
insolvent, IMC was purchased in 1987 by the
giant Louisville-based health group Humana,
Inc., for $40 million.
According to Judi Lantz, a spokesperson for
HHS, IMC received “nearly $30 million a
month in prepaid Medicare payments from 198187”. The Wall Street Journal reported that
federal officials were sorting through a
whopping $222 million in unpaid IMC billings.
Lantz told the LA Weekly that the most recent
HHS audit of IMC indicated the firm “routinely
billed Medicare for unnecessary services”.
The audit, she said, also listed nearly “$12
million in overpayments” which HHS would
attempt to collect from any Recarey assets
which could be seized. Federal investigators
estimate that between 1981 and 1986, the HMO
bilked the government of some $16 million,
$11.9 million of which has never been
recovered.
Hired by IMC after he left the Health
Department, Haddow received $40,000 in
consulting fees before his contract with IMC
was terminated.
He was also convicted in an unrelated
federal conflict-of-interest case in 1987 and
imprisoned. The Journal reported that IMC
also hired a dozen other department employees
after they left HHS. They included Juan del
Real, former general counsel at HHS, who
joined IMC at a salary of $325,000 and a
$40,000 car allowance, and his wife, Claire, a
press aide who came on board at $130,000 and
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a $12,000 car allowance.
In press accounts Jeb Bush was quoted as
saying he knew nothing of IMC’s problems or
any alleged illegal activities by Recarey. He
also said he didn’t remember calling either
Heckler or Haddow, but did acknowledge
making “one informal call” to Kevin Moley,
another former HHS official, who later worked
as a senior advance person for George Bush’s
campaign in 1988.
Since his parole Haddow returned to the
health-care consulting business. He contradicts
Jeb Bush’s account of his efforts on behalf of
IMC, saying, “Both Secretary Heckler and I
received calls from Jeb Bush on behalf of
Recarey in the fall of 1984.” Jeb, he told the
LA Weekly in 1988, wanted to make sure “I
knew the rumors circulating about Recarey were
blown out of proportion, that Recarey had
strong community support, and had been a loyal
supporter of administration policies.”
Recarey was not the only future felon with
whom Jeb Bush associated. He was also linked,
through Florida party politics and a real-estate
deal involving Recarey, to Camilo Padreda, the
current Dade County Republican Party Finance
Chairman. Padreda, who like Recarey is an
avowed anti-communist and Contra supporter,
was also an influential construction developer in
Miami’s Cuban-American community.
According to Newsday, Padreda is a target
of a federal fraud investigation involving
millions of dollars in loan guarantees and grants
from the federal department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD).
Miami FBI spokesperson Paul Miller
acknowledged to the Weekly that the agency had
cooperated in the HUD investigation of Padreda,
but would not confirm or deny any investigation
into Padreda’s business dealings or association
with Recarey, Jeb Bush, or any other lobbyist.
Padreda was indicted for embezzlement of
funds from a Texas savings and loan once
partially owned by Democratic vice-presidential
nominee Lloyd Bentsen. The indictment,
termed a “flawed case”, was eventually dropped,
reported Newsday.
In addition to Padreda, another wheelerdealer in the Cuban-American financial
community, Guillermo Hernandez Cartaya, was
indicted in the bank case but never went to
trial. Bush and Cartaya moved in the same
circles, though no information about the
relationship between them has come to light.
Cartaya, a veteran of the Bay of Pigs and a
reputed money launderer, was convicted in
Florida in 1981 of income tax evasion involving
a company called World Finance Corporation.
He was a close friend of Padreda.
Former assistant U.S. Attorney R. Jerome
Sanford, who headed the investigation into
Cartaya’s operations in the mid-’70s, told the
Weekly that he became so frustrated with “footdragging by his superiors in the Justice
Department and apparent CIA intervention in the
case” that he resigned. Sanford says other
charges should have been forthcoming, but the
investigation was “dropped after I left”.
Sanford said he eventually filed a FOIA
request for CIA documents relating to WFC.
“They came back with a list of documents, but
that’s it. I never actually saw any, because the
request was turned down on national security
grounds. I did find out, however, that about a
dozen or so World Corp. people worked for the

CIA.” George Bush was CIA Director at the
time the agency intervened.
Colombian coffee magnate Alberto Duque
Rodriguez was another of Jeb’s business
companions who could have stepped out of an
episode of “Miami Vice”, according to a
Penthouse article entitled “Family Ties” by Joe
Cuomo.
Jeb Bush had tried to free Cuban-American
terrorist Juan Bosch, who was released to house
arrest from Federal prison in Florida in 1988.
Bosch was responsible for a 1980s bombing
campaign against Cuban government property
abroad, and was the architect of the 1976 midair bombing of a Cuban airliner that killed 73.
Bosch received funds for his terrorist
activities from the World Finance Corporation,
a Florida Company that was the subject of the
largest narcotics smuggling investigation of the
1970s. The case was dropped because of CIA
interference with the Justice Department on
WFC’s behalf. During the heyday of WFC’s
anti-Castro activities, George Bush was Director
of the CIA (1976-77).
President Bush’s all-out push for extending
most-favored nation (MFN) trade status to
communist China might be traced to his family
interests in that country, and of the role of
Israeli arms dealers. [H: Yes indeed, this is
the SAME BUSH that joined with Bentsen,
Baker III, North, et al., to kill Russell
Herman and get the whole of the Contract
3392-181 which, by the way, he has never
stopped using. That is how real the beautiful
governmental debt IS! (!!!)]
The Bush family is involved in a major
housing project in Shanghai, near the airport, to be
rented or sold to foreigners doing business in China.
The Aoki Corporation, controlled by the Bush family,
is the Western partner. The President’s brother,
Prescott Bush, refused to respond to a Los Angeles
Times inquiry on the subject.
Prescott Bush has also reportedly received
$250,000 as a consultant to an American
company establishing a communications network
in China, Asset Management International
Financing and Settlement Ltd. This company
arranged for Hughes Aircraft Co., now a
subsidiary of General Motors, to export three
communications satellites to China. President
Bush approved the export of the satellites. [H:
Now, do you just suppose this is all
coincidental stumbling around and falling
into a helpless position? And what do you
think the recent “China thing”, along with
General Motors strikes, etc., might have to do
with cutting out all the opposition to the
frying of Clinton?]
Bush, it should be recalled, headed the first
U.S. diplomatic mission to Red China. [H: Go
back and read this sentence again!]
Savings & Loans, once meant safety for
depositors and dreams for borrowers. It became
one of the obscene phrases of our generation.
The financial scandal of this century continues
to escalate.
Americans forgot about the S&L fiasco for
a while. The Persian Gulf crises took the heat
off Neil Bush, the President’s son, up to his
eyeballs in missing millions from Silverado
Bank, one of the worst of the nation’s failed
savings and loans. It was a complete family
affair; George Bush’s oldest son, George, Jr.,
held an interest in an oil well in Bahrain.
While Americans cheered the war,
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government attorneys were settling the $200
million lawsuit brought against Neil Bush and
his fellow officers and directors of Silverado.
By settling out of court for $49 million,
much covered by insurance, important evidence
and testimony will never be disclosed.
Charming, ambitious and immature, Neil
Bush was the personal vehicle used by Denver
businessmen.
The forces of greed sucked in Neil Bush.
His presence on the board of directors of
Silverado was the perfect ploy for the influence
peddlers who wooed both political parties and
power wherever they needed it.
Silverado’s board of directors included a
political trophy whose name repelled the
approaches of inquiring regulators. Neil Bush
was in business with Bill Walters and Ken
Good, the largest borrowers and defaulters of
Silverado money. Both men now say they are
broke and can’t pay back the money. Walters
owes $106 million and Good $37 million. Neil
voted to approve all their loans.
Neil told his family and friends that “I sleep
soundly at night knowing I live an honest life.”
Bush appeared before the Office of Thrift
Supervision at a hearing in Denver in September
1990. His testimony and courtroom demeanor
before the administrative judge didn’t do much
to foster the “Mr. Perfect” name tag his siblings
had given him.
[To be continued.]
And, you are going to DO IT AGAIN, aren’t
you, America? Salu.
7/18/98 #2
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Part 4:
[QUOTING, IMMACULATE DECEPTION by
Russell S. Bowen, 1991, Continuing with
Chapter 10:]
“S&L

POSTER

BOY”

Pete Brewton, the Houston Post reporter
who has covered the S&L crisis, links Silverado
with nearly 30 other thrifts with possible
connections to CIA operatives. He said, “Neil
came off as a spoiled, petulant brat who
apparently thinks the world owes him a wealthy
living because of who his father is. He also
uses the shtick of being naive and gullible to
justify his not abiding by the same rules the
rest of us have to.”
Dubbed the “S&L Poster Boy” by angry
taxpayers, Neil was the child of George and
Barbara Bush least likely to stray. Unable to
read properly, Neil was tutored by his mother
for dyslexia, a relatively common learning
disorder.
He went to Tulane University and earned a
master’s degree in Business Administration.
Neil told the Congressional Banking Committee
that he didn’t understand all the complicated
loan transactions at Silverado.
He claims that no laws were broken and that
he had no conflicts of interest when serving on
the board of Silverado. Neil’s anger at being
accused of a conflict of interest and his cavalier
attitude regarding his responsibilities sharply
contrasts with the remorse Colorado Taxpayers for
Justice would like to see. At a protest outside
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Neil’s office at 410 17th St. in Denver’s financial
district, signs read, “What else lurks under the
Bush’s?” and “Bank Robbers Go To Jail!”
Mark Stevens, Denver businessman walking
by the protest said, “Neil’s a doofus, not a
thief. But what the hell is a doofus doing on
the board of a major S&L? It’s hard to
compare a 35-year-old dyslexic yuppie who’s
trying to climb the social ladder in Denver to
guys like Walters and Good. It’s clearly a case
of mutual prostitution where Neil used Walters
and Good and Silverado to further his career
and they used him for his name and all the
clout and cover that comes with it.”
Neil’s day in court in 1990 irritated the
judge, who several times reprimanded Neil for
his loud outbursts. When sparring with the
government attorney Neil raised his voice to
emphasize his indignance. At one point Neil
was scolded for his comment about a question
concerning Ken Good, “That’s such an
outrageous hypothetical, I don’t think it’s
appropriate for me to respond.” Neil was told
by the judge that it wasn’t his place to decide
what was appropriate.
While Neil was singing his Silverado
stanzas, Sharon Bush was shopping at the new
Neiman-Marcus in the Cherry Creek Mall.
After a full day of testimony, Neil joined his
wife, waved at reporters, and with thumbs up
climbed into a chauffeur-driven limousine.
The $200 million lawsuit never made it to
trial. Rather than fight the charges of conflict
of interest and negligence, the officers and
directors of the $1 billion failure settled it out
of court, silencing further disclosure. Ed Gray,
former chairman of the Federal Home Loan
Bank Board, who loudly told a deaf Washington
audience of thrift abuse during the 1980s, said,
“Neil Bush should be subjected to the same
wheels of justice as any other American citizen
of our country. The fact that his father is the
most powerful man in the Western world
shouldn’t make any difference whatsoever.”
Should it make any difference that his father
was once the Director of the Central Intelligence
Agency and an expert in covert activities?
Was there a conflict on Neil’s part? Both
Walters and Good made substantial donations of
time and money to George Bush. Walters
entertained Bush in his home in the early 1980s,
hosting a black-tie Republican fund raiser
benefitting the Reagan-Bush ticket. Good flew
to Houston to celebrate with the Bush family
after the 1988 election.
Before George Bush received the Republican
nomination for President, he sent handwritten
letters to each of his five children cautioning
them to avoid even the appearance of any
conflict of interest, no matter what opportunities
they might sacrifice.
Jeb Bush spoke for his brothers and his
sister Dorothy when he said, “The first thing we
can do to help our Dad is not get into any
trouble.” Marvin Bush added that they should
“avoid sleazeballs, people who have quick-fix
solutions, people who want you because your
name is Bush.”
Neil left the board of Silverado a few
months before the election saying he didn’t
want to create a conflict of interest. Neil was
aware of the thrift’s terminal condition. Three
days before Neil resigned, Silverado executives
feared a run by depositors and agreed to a
consent letter, considered by bankers to be the
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last rung on the ladder before sudden death.
Regulator Kenneth Mobray, the principal
supervisory agent of Silverado, can’t recall who
called him from Washington instructing him to
delay the shutdown of Silverado until four
weeks after the presidential election. While in
Denver, Mobray was a frequent companion of
Walters and Good, who were known to hold
their liquor with the best of them.
Neil has said he “didn’t break any laws”,
and that all the loans he voted for “were
approved by the regulators”. He apparently sees
nothing wrong with his proposal of a $900,000
line of credit for Good for a joint oil venture
in Argentina with his own company, JNB
Exploration. He said Good’s lawyer Norman
Brownstein drafted the letter and Neil signed it.
Neil didn’t see anything wrong with failing to
inform the board of Silverado that while Good
was considering investing $3 million in Neil’s
oil company, Good was at the same time asking
the board to absolve him of $8.5 million in
debts. Neil Bush told the attorney for the
Office of Thrift Supervision that he used the
“Smith Smell Test” to determine if anyone was
using him for his last name, and if he would
be offered the same deals if his name were
Smith (his wife’s maiden name). BUT HIS
NAME WAS BUSH AND HE USED IT
WHENEVER HE NEEDED TO REMIND
PEOPLE THAT HE WAS THE PRESIDENT’S
SON.
A prominent Denver philanthropist who was
an important business contact of Neil phoned
him one morning and invited him to a dinner
at the home of a mutual friend: “It will only
cost you a few thousand and it’s for Dad. All
the guys from Silverado will be there. You’ll
really enjoy yourself.”
The middle son of successful oilman George
Bush wasn’t a newcomer to proper political
behavior. Neil and his siblings experienced life
inside the Beltway and all the social pressure
that went with it during George Bush’s years in
Congress and the CIA. Neil wanted to make it
big in the oil business just as his father had.
He moved his new bride to Denver to take
advantage of the oil boom in 1980. Neil took
a job with Amoco. The young Bush couple was
embraced by Denver society. Sharon at once
formed a partnership with the daughter of
Denver Billionaire Marvin Davis, Nancy Davis
Zarif. Neil played squash at the Denver Club
and Sharon volunteered for Children’s Hospital.
The young Bushes, attractive and eager to
please, were Denver’s political plums, the direct
connection to Washington, where politics could
provide the medicine Denver’s ailing economy
needed.
In 1983, Neil left Amoco. His former boss
told friends that Neil quit because things
weren’t moving fast enough.
With two
associates from Amoco, James Judd and Evans
Nash, Neil formed JNB Oil Exploration. Neil
invested $100, Judd and Nash invested $50
each. The rest of the intitial financing came in
a $1.75-million loan from Cherry Creek
National Bank and a personal investment of
$150,000 from the bank’s owner, Bill Walters.
Ken Good invested $10,000 and agreed to
become the funding partner of JNB.
Neil defended his JNB venture even though
it ultimately lost money. A Denver petroleum
professional who passed on the JNB opportunity
said, “Judd and Nash were snake-oil peddlers
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who came to me to do some business. I don’t
know what put me off more, their geology or
their suits.”
By 1985, JNB had drilled several dry holes.
That year Michael Wise, chairman of Silverado,
asked Neil to join the board of directors. His
employees called Wise, “Alfred E. Newman”,
the name of the smiling face on MAD
Magazine.
He was close to Walters, who had mastered
the system and convinced many Denverites that
he was as unsinkable as Molly Brown. Neil
had been doing business with Walters since
1983. By the time Neil was voting on his
Silverado loans, Walters was the president of
the Greater Denver Chamber of Commerce.
Not everyone in Denver knew Walters’
tactics. A former business associate said that
he provided prostitutes for out-of-state lenders
and frequently sent couriers with payoffs to
Aurora city officials in exchange for zoning
variances.
Shotgun Willy’s, an adult drinking
establishment in Denver known for its flashy
waitresses, was a favorite of Walters and his
“good ol’ boys” as they could always count on
excellent service including private party rooms
in the rear.
Intimates allege Walters was a heavy cocaine
user. One of his top executives considered
leaving the company as the drug problem began
to get out of hand. Drugs and famous people
weren’t new to the Denver media. Westword,
a Denver alternative newspaper, reported Neil
Bush being referred to as the “godfather” of a
drug dealer who kept Neil’s photograph among
his personal belongings. According to the
Westword article, Neil let him know when
“something was coming down”.
Silverado borrower Ken Good was very
proud of his relationship with Neil. One of
Good’s peers recalls him boasting, “Neil just
called and I gave him another couple hundred
thousand for some of his wells.”
Steven Pizzo, co-author of Inside Job: The
Looting of America’s Savings and Loans with
Mary Fricker and Paul Muolo, views the BushWalters-Good triangle as good business for
Walters and Good. “Their theory was definitely
‘a Bush in the hand’. If they abuse a financial
institution and get the President’s son to drive
the getaway car, the Feds aren’t likely to shoot.
Why else would those guys be doing business
with someone who poked 30 dry holes?”
Neil’s relationships with Denver’s fast crowd
concerned Colorado Republican Committeeman
Jim Nicholson so much that he went to
Washington to warn George Bush.
Meanwhile, Neil completed the Silverado
conflicts-of-interest disclosure form in June
1986 and didn’t disclose his business
relationship with Good or Walters. Bush
neglected to tell of his annual $120,000 salary
from JNB, or of $100,000 that he owed to
Walters, who could have put a lien on his
business at any time.
Neil admitted to being a go-between for
Good and the Silverado board and that Good
was his financial backer. He said that although
he failed to properly disclose his relationships
with Walters and Good, the board was aware
they existed as “they were discussed at lunches
and other occasions.”
The son of a minister, Good was known as
the flimflam man when he left Texas and came
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to Denver. His ownership of water rights on
key parcels of land in the Denver area was
compared by many real-state professionals to
legal blackmail. Good has 174 trust accounts
in Colorado and 45 corporations in Florida.
Ken Good was dynamic, ahead of the times,
and diversified in his business acumen. He
lived in a $10 million, 24,000-square-foot
house. As real estate in Denver began to
stagnate, Good expanded to Florida in 1986.
He purchased Gulfstream Land and Development
in Plantation with borrowed funds.
Good brought Neil Bush and his attorney,
Norman Brownstein, to the board of Gulfstream.
Bush and Brownstein each collected $100,000
annually for serving. When Good purchased
Gulfstream, the responsibilities to provide
capital to Neil’s oil company passed from Good
to Gulfstream. Neil told the Office of Thrift
Supervision court in Denver that Gulfstream had
“the opportunity to invest”.
The ubiquitous Brownstein of Brownstein,
Farber, Hyatt & Madden is known as the
consiglieri of Denver’s real-estate developers.
He represented Good, Walters, Silverado and
MDC Holdings, a housing conglomerate with
over 70 subsidiaries owned by Larry Mizel.
Brownstein served on the board of MDC for
several years and resigned last September, in the
midst of investigations of alleged wrongdoing,
to devote more attention to the practice of law.
Mizel has been an active Republican fund
raiser and strong supporter of George Bush.
MDC is accused of inflating its worth through
phony transactions with Silverado. MDC
expanded its holdings considerably in the 1980s
with the help of Drexel Burnham Lambert’s
junk bonds. MDC is the parent company to
Richmond Homes of Colorado which sold a
$550,000 home to Sharon Bush.
Mizel suffered a brain tumor last year and
was too sick to attend the Congressional
Banking Committee’s investigation of Silverado.
However, he attended a luncheon a few weeks
later seated with Neil Bush and Ken Good. [H:
Have you ever noticed how many of the top
Bush boys end up with terminal brain tumors
or awful hearts which simply stop ticking?]
Before his luck ran out, Neil’s income had
risen to $250,000 per year. [H: And that was
just what could be found.] His JNB salary
was $120,000 per year, he received $100,000
for serving on the board of Gulfstream, and
says he made “about $30,000 a year” for his
duties at Silverado. A sharp drop in income
could be one of the reasons the Bushes’
neighbor, Fred Vierra, President of United
Artists Entertainment (a subsidiary of
Telecommunications, Inc.) loaned Sharon
$125,000 against the Bush property.
Brownstein is close to the Gouletas family
of Chicago, to junk bond king Michael Milken,
to Charles Keating of failed Lincoln Savings
and Loan and Ken Theygerson of the failed
Imperial Savings of California. A former
Drexel official said, “Brownstein was the strong
liaison between junk bonds and government.”
Brownstein, an acknowledged independent
who supports both political parties, is referred
to by Senator Edward Kennedy as “the 53rd
Senator”. Kennedy told reporters in the fall of
1990 that he always stays “with Norm when in
Denver”.
Brownstein vehemently denies ever
subletting office space to Neil Bush or

collecting any rent money from him. Carlos
Lucero, an attorney from Alamosa, Colorado,
who lost the Democratic bid for the U.S.
Senate, sent one of his campaign aides to
Brownstein’s office in 1990. Workmen were
feverishly scraping the name Neil Bush off the
door of Brownstein’s law office in the 410 17th
Building as the aide approached.
Bush and Brownstein remained on the board
of Gulfstream until February 1990, when Good
threw in the towel, more than two years after
Silverado had been seized by regulators. Good
surrendered title to Gulfstream after the
downslide of Florida real estate. While riding
the short-lived high, one Florida developer
recalls seeing Good, “with a drink in his hand
all day and a different bimbo on his arm every
couple of hours.”
Guilt-free Neil told the Office of Thrift
Supervision that he didn’t see himself
competing with Silverado for funds that Good
controlled. He said his disclosure and his
abstention from voting on Good transactions
was “much more than necessary”.
Neil doesn’t see that his loyalties to
Silverado and taxpayers’ money could have been
compromised when voting loans to Walters and
Good. Neil’s adamant self-defense doesn’t sit
well with seasoned Denver businessmen who
watched the Silverado story unfold.
Medill Barnes, owner of Straight Creek
Company, said the sympathy vote for Neil Bush
goes nowhere with him: “the Silverado pirate
ship had a willing participant. Neil was no
hostage. He was a bonafide card-carrying
member of the crew.”
It was Silverado’s chairman, Mike Wise,
who invited Neil to the board. During his
tenure at Silverado, Wise was known for his
heavy solicitation of loans that required the
borrower to obtain more money than needed,
then invest in Silverado-preferred stock.
Wise dropped in without an appointment one
day and asked Hal Ramsay, the executive
partner of Vantex, a division of Vantage of
Texas, if he wanted to borrow $50 million.
When Wise explained that Ramsay had to pay
five points up front, Ramsay burst out laughing
and said, “Now, Mike, why in hell would I
want to do a foolish thing like that? I’ve got
better rates with my other lenders and I can’t
see spending all that interest over the years on
the fiver points.” He added, “But then, I never
took out a loan I didn’t intend to pay back.”
John Madden, a national developer whose
office buildings and art collection are among
Denver’s most notable, said it would have been
easy to be a part of the Silverado syndrome of
easy money. “I’m thankful I never fell for it.”
Madden was stung by Silverado instead. At a
breakfast meeting of Denver businessmen, a
Silverado-backed apartment renovation was
proposed. Madden consented to a $1.5 million
line of credit that Silverado could draw on if
needed: “Just six months later they cashed my
letter of credit. The project was built but not
successful. It cost more to put up than it was
worth. The developer left town and the project
was left without enough income to service the
mortgage. I went to Silverado and met with the
number-two man and asked him why in hell did
he make a crazy loan like that? He looked me
straight in the eye and said, ‘Because, Mr.
Madden, you put up the $1.5 million and we
figured you knew what you were doing.’ They
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considered my money an enforcement! It was
my fault for not doing my due diligence. It
was stupid. If you believe the hype you get
hooked. It was pure bullshit.”
Money was available in Denver during the
mid-1980s from Manufacturer’s Hanover bank,
Chase Manhattan Bank, Travelers Insurance and
several Canadian lending institutions. Ramsay
said quality product with good sponsorship
could borrow at the normal lending rate at that
time which was one half point over prime, with
a half-point origination fee. “The only people
needing loans from Mike Wise and the
Silverado boys were those who had fleas on
their projects.”
Ken Good says he is broke and working as
a commodities broker in New York. He still
drives a Maserati and is rumored to have assets
in the mountain counties of Colorado and in
trust accounts and corporations. He maintains
a luxury home in Tampa and an apartment in
the Soho section of New York.
Walters has filed for bankruptcy and says
although he would like to repay the loans he’s
defaulted on, he’s broke. His wife Jackie and
two small children live in a $1.9 million estate
in Newport Beach, Calif. He has another home
in Palm Springs and ocean-front property in
Malibu. Both he and his wife drive Mercedes
with Colorado license plates. Last year Walters
bought a custom Bentley. Walters says he put
many of his assets in Jackie’s name before the
marriage as part of the pre-nuptial agreement.
Neil Bush and his fellow officers and
directors saw Silverado blaze and burn, leaving
in its ashes a bad taste in the mouth of
taxpayers who will have to pay plenty to put
out this fire. But so what? It won’t matter to
members of the wealthy Bush family, who
undoubtedly see this shameful episode in
American history as just one more example of
business as usual.
[END OF QUOTING]
And now don’t you just wish I could go
right on and wrap this up as in the book?
Well, perhaps I shall for it is interesting to see
the author’s conclusions. Most of you like to
read the last chapter of a book before the first
part so you are next in line if you get it from
me. This is NO NOVEL waiting to be shared
in the romantic novel series of Steele or King
so don’t get confused. This regards your once
Head of the CIA, Vice President and then
President of the United States of America. He
doesn’t even know how to count his wealth and
simply enjoys the game of “getcha”, “gotcha”
and “screwya”. Wimp? I reckon not, readers.
Would this person be concerned about me,
Commander Hatonn? Yes, I would reckon as
much—after all they have put me on the 127th
floor of their illusionary building with no way
up or down (securely). My records can’t even
be accessed by the now President of the United
States—so yes, I guess the man is a bit miffed
by my presence. Especially since I NOW
HOLD THE TRUMP CARD (NO PUN
INTENDED TO THE DONALD) WITH A
VALIDLY LEGAL CONTRACT OF DEBT OF
THE FED, THE FEDS, IMF AND THE
WORLD BANK WHICH HE USED TO BUY
HIS WORLD OF BLACK GOLD AND BLACK
OPS. Yes, I suppose he is miffed just a bit.
May THE Force be with you. Salu.
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Lanto: Shedding Those
Self-Imposed Limitations
may be a result of childhood experiences or
within.
God is Infinite Abundance and you are a d e c i s i o n s y o u m a d e w h i l e i n a s t a t e o f
Greetings, old friend. It is I, Lanto, the part of His Infinite Being! Many of you also emotional overwhelm.
Other statements to be aware of are the ones
Sage. I come within the Light of Creator believe that you are not worthy of such gifts of
Source and I serve His Divine Will. I am most abundance (because of past misdeeds), and there that begin like: “All men are ______.” Or
commonly associated with the yellow refraction again, you block the flow of your creative similarly: “All women are ______.”
These sorts of generalities are ALWAYS
of light. I walked your physical planet many potential.
thousands of years ago; my most recognized
Look deep within and ask yourself questions based upon false perceptions and these are what
i n c a r n a t i o n w a s a s G a u t a m a S i d d h a r t h a about what it is that you would most dread. limit you and your ability to flow Creative
“Buddha”.
What is it that you worry about the most (in a Energy in a conscious and deliberate fashion.
In these cases your energy is being directed by
There are as many
chronic manner)?
paths “home” (back to
Are you afraid of the primal ego-self, which is always efforting at
There
are,
however,
Creator Source) as there
b e i n g “ a l o n e ” ( o r avoidance of pain.
All of you have experienced both emotional
are
ones
who
are
lonely)?
common aspects associated
and
physical pain. Usually, as a result of such
searching. Enlightenment
D
o
y
o
u
w
o
r
r
y
with finding a successful path.
has many forms and can
about having to do the pain, you will make decisions about the way
Discipline, dedication, desire,
be found by walking
“ r i g h t ” t h i n g a l l o f you will live your lives so as to avoid ever
and faith in one’s personal
having to face such experiences ever again.
down many a road.
the time?
connection to Source are
Let us say that you were involved in an
There are, however,
Do you worry
common
aspects
about what family and intimate relationship with another and, as a
perhaps the most common
associated with finding
friends might think of r e s u l t o f t h e i n t e r a c t i o n , y o u a r e l e f t
traits
of
ones
who
are
a
successful
path.
you if they knew how emotionally hurt. (Many of you can relate to
successful in finding their
Discipline, dedication,
you truly feel, think, this example.) Do you then decide: “Men (or
way back home.
Women) cannot be trusted.” Or: “I am unlucky
desire, and faith in one’s
or believe?
personal connection to
Do you worry that in love.” Or: “I will never love another the
Source are perhaps the
you are not “hearing” way I loved that one.”
This is but one small example of the
m o s t c o m m o n t r a i t s o f o n e s w h o a r e our nudges correctly?
general
phenomenon that can cause you ones
successful in finding their way back home.
Are you worried that you are not doing
t
o
d
i
s
c
onnect, shut down, or restrict
M a n y f e e l t h e i r i n n e r h e a r t c o n n e c t i o n enough to “win” your “salvation”?
y
o
u
r
s
e
l
v
es so as to “feel” safe from the
trying to nudge them in a certain direction
Do you worry that you are not prepared for
“outer”
pains
of the world. However, the
along their very personal pathway, yet resist the what “might” be coming?
experienced
pain
message and argue with self as to what is best
Ask a close
NEVER
actually
in terms of growth. This phenomenon is mostly friend, relative, or
This is but one small example of
comes from the outer
due to an inner conflict based upon a belief one spouse what they
world; it ALWAYS
holds that simply is not true. When one holds think you worry
the general phenomenon that can
comes from within!
as true, for instance, the notion: “One must a b o u t t h e m o s t .
cause you ones to disconnect, shut
The net effect is thus
struggle in order to ‘make it’ in this world”, B e
prepared
down, or restrict yourselves so as
a “wall” that you
then there will most certainly be a lot of b e c a u s e
the
to “feel” safe from the “outer”
put up to protect
struggle among the experiences of the one who feedback may be
pains of the world. However, the
yourself
from
holds such a belief.
quite startling to
YOURSELF!
Many of you go through your lives, living you.
experienced pain NEVER actually
Question: What is
out your beliefs, never really taking the time or
Caution: Do
comes from the outer world; it
behind
your
so
the effort to truly focus upon what it is that n o t a r g u e w i t h
ALWAYS comes from within!
carefully constructed
holds you in very limiting habits of thought. these ones; YOU
The net effect is thus a “wall” that
“walls” of “security”?
There need not be a “struggle” and life need not a s k e d f o r t h e i r
you put up to protect yourself from
Answer: YOU!
be “hard”.
opinion! Accept
That is, a part of
Life is natural and flowing. It is the one the input and, for
YOURSELF!
you that you are not
who has the ability to create (YOU!) who places your own sake, be
wanting to face is
limitations and qualifications upon oneself. g r a c i o u s
and
walled-off because it
YOU summon forth the energies of creation thankful. You all worry to some extent.
and create (manifest) your desires—be they of a
T h e s e t h i n g s t h a t c a u s e y o u w o r r y a r e causes you to somehow feel great emotional
limited or expanded nature.
indicators and clues about which you should overwhelm. When you put up such walls you
Many of you believe that you must work take note. If you take time to TRULY examine are, in essence, disconnecting yourself from
hard for anything you want, and if you want w h y y o u h o l d o n t o t h e s e t h i n g s , y o u w i l l Source!
This is the closest thing there is to “death”.
more, you must work even harder. This belief ALWAYS be able to trace the answer back to
limits not only yourselves, but the God-force something false that you hold as truth. These The more walls you put up, the less alive you
7/18/98

LANTO, THE SAGE
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will feel!
Is this easy? It is neither easy, nor is it
Find your own way. You will never
When ones have near-death experiences, difficult. It is a challenge that will garner you actually be alone, and your Guides will always
they will often state that their lives “flashed great rewards and great insights into yourself, p r e s e n t y o u w i t h a c c e p t a b l e c l u e s a n d
before their eyes” or some such
confirmations along the way. Just be
statement. This is mostly due to the
alert and open enough to recognize
fact that the walls come down as you
don’t deny those indicators
Again:
T h e p a t h s b a c k t o them—and
re-emerge into the Infinite Love of
which suggest a path you may find
Creator.
wholeness (oneness with Creator) distasteful or bumpy with “potholes”
You will also note that many
in some spots. After all, anything
times these ones will come back a
are inf inite and you each will truly worth doing should present as a
“changed” person. They will have a
to your growth!
walk same in your own way and challenge
renewed zest for life and will begin to
Shed your perceived limitations
truly LIVE for perhaps the first time.
and take a major step forward in
in your own time.
Why? Again: because their “walls of
Understanding and Growth. Fear
disconnect” have been lowered and
NOT, for God knows your needs and
they found the “something” that was missing in others, and the magnificent perfection of God’s He does not harshly judge you. Rather, He
life—THEMSELVES!
thinking.
HONORS you with all of the Love of His
Does this mean that you must have a “near
Again: The paths back to wholeness Being; that Love is what keeps you alive!
death” experience in order to achieve this (oneness with Creator) are infinite and you Likewise, be gentle and forgiving with self and
connected state of operation? No! Absolutely each will walk same in your own way and in each other, for mistakes are an important part of
not!
your own time.
the learning process which are often underAll that is needed is a strong desire to
I c a n n o t s t r e s s e n o u g h t h a t t h e m o s t valued (and harshly over-judged by self) for
f r e e y o u r s e l f f r o m t h e s e s e l f - i m p o s e d common traits of those who have successfully their contributions to your growth.
limitations, a dedication to identifying the lies traversed this necessary path of “en-LightI am Lanto, the Sage. I have walked the
(and thus seeing truth), and the discipline enment” are: A strong desire for wholeness; a physical path and have found my way back into
and faith to persist day by day.
dedication to persist in carrying out that desire; oneness and wholeness. The rewards go beyond
This is also the key to self-healing of any a discipline of self to focus upon the desire the limitations of words and reach to the depth
disease. In wholeness and truth, one could despite any and all distractions (they will be of the soul. I am honored to serve the Divine
easily heal oneself from any illness. It is the many!); and faith that there is indeed “LIGHT” Will of Creator, for it is in perfect harmony
f e a r o f d e a t h a n d d y i n g , o r o f p a i n a n d at the end of the “tunnel”.
with that which I find most fulfilling and
suffering, which creates and perpetuates a
Another clue is that the answers come FROM rewarding.
continued, limiting state of dis-ease.
WITHIN, for you are each unique, and in your
In Light and Love for you ALL, thank you
When you remove the fears and limiting uniqueness come very diverse perceptions and for your participation in this interchange of
beliefs, you will naturally overcome any and realizations. What works for one person as a growth and challenge.
all unbalanced situations.
pathway may not work at all for YOU.
Salu!

Wisdon Of The Rays: The Masters Teach
ABOUT THE BOOK

FROM THE BACK COVER

This large collection (over 400 pages + 4
color photos) of popular spiritual writings
from the CONTACT newspaper includes a
detailed introduction to the 14 Higher Authors,
plus several commentaries unique to the
purpose of this volume.
The expansive yet compassionate nature of
the messages delivered in WISDOM OF THE
RAYS: The Masters Teach not only challenges
those already firmly committed upon the
spiritual path, but also provides a serious first
step to help ones who are just awakening to
(and inquiring about) the magnificent Spiritual
Transformation now sensed by many to be in
progress upon this planet.

Our Elder Brothers from the Higher
Realms of Creation are attempting to
communicate with A L L of us at this time.
Why? Take a look around you. The old
ways of doing things arent working. Our
planet is entering a time of massive,
turbulent change and renewal. To put it
bluntly: we NEED help! And thats where
this book comes into the picture. Yes,
eventually the Phoenix will arise from the
ashes after this Great Cleansing process,
but the ride could be quite a bumpy one,
especially for those ill-prepared for what
is to happen.
Just how we choose to deal with such
change is T H E question each of us must
confront. Yet confusion swirls everywhere upon
Earth at this time. And restless searchers cry
out for that which may help them cope with
these truly challenging times ahead. Thus
these messages courtesy of our most loving
Elder Brothers from the Higher Realms of
Creation who are but further along the same
spiritual path we all must eventually walk.
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New Gaia Products

Order by Mail

1998

New Gaia Products
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas, NV 89126
(Please Print)

Order Form

** SHIPPING & HANDLING RATES:
FOR: CA, WA, OR, AZ,
FOR THE REST OF
MT, UT, ID, CO, NM,
CONTINENTAL USA
WY, NV
$
0-100
$6.00 $
0-100
$8.00
$ 101-200
$7.00 $ 101-200
$9.00
$ 201-300
$8.00 $ 201-300
$10.00
$ 301-400
$9.00 $ 301-400
$11.00
$ 401-500
$10.00 $ 401-500
$12.00
$ 501-600
$11.00 $ 501-600
$13.00

Order by Phone

1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242)
1 (702) 263-5181 FAX

Name

Date

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES
NOTE:
** For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates.
** For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates.
** All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writing
for specific rates as rates vary greatly.
When
ordering cases of product call for shipping rates.
**

Street Address
City/Town

State/Prov.

Zip Code

Daytime Phone No.
Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover)

Expiration Date

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND
MAINTENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS.

Signature For Credit Card Orders

PRICE

Item

GAIANDRIANALIQUID
AQUAGAIA
GAIALYTE

16 oz.
32 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

(Mitochondria)
LIQUID

1 liter
2 liters

KOMBUCHA TEA BREEZE

1 liter
2 liters
16 oz.

KOMBUCHA TEA VINEGAR
8 oz.
CARBRAGAIA (FIBRINO-CARTILAGE)
3.25 lb
MELLOREAM BEVERAGE POWDER
“3 IN 1” GRAPE SEED EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES
“4 IN 1” WILD YAM EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES
180 TABLETS
A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula
300 TABLETS/500mg. EA.
CHLORELLA
90 TABLETS
ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS
— 30 Day Supply
GAIATRIM
180 TABLETS
GINKGO BILOBA (24% Extract)
60 TABLETS
OLIVE LEAF
OLIVE LEAF EXTRACT
35 PG.
by James R. Privitera, M.D.

BOOKLET

60 CAPSULES
RARE EARTH CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
POSLIN CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES/450mg. EA.
ALOE PLUS 77

Alfalfa & Minerals

ALOE FREEZE DRIED CAPS
NONI
MEGA-MULTI VITAMINS
ALOE JUICE Whole Leaf Aloe

90 CAPSULES
60 CAPSULES
30 CAPSULES

Vera Concentrate
1 liter
(10X STRENGTH)

(CHERRY-BERRY)

(CRANBERRY-APPLE)

SUPER OXY
BODY BOOSTER
LIQUID LIFE
GAIAGLO LOTION
HORSETAIL TINCTURE
GAIA VITE Colloidal Multi-Vitamin & Mineral
GAIACOL

Colloidal Silver with trace minerals & Trace Gold
suspended in a distilled water fluid

GAIAGOLD

Colloidal Gold

GAIA DHEA Colloidal Dehydroepiandrosterone
Colloidal Copper
GAIA CU-29
Colloidal Titanium
GAIA TI-22
GAIALIFE COLLOIDAL MINERALS 121++

1 quart
32 oz.
32 oz.
4 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.
2 oz.

PER UNIT
$ 20.00
$ 40.00
$ 20.00
$ 40.00
$ 8.50
$ 15.00
$ 3.50
$ 6.00
$ 6.00
$ 8.50
$ 15.00
$ 18.00

Qty. Amount

$ 22.00
$ 24.95
$ 21.00

$ 24.50
$ 35.00
$ 24.95
$ 24.00
$ 2.75
S&H
included

$ 6.00
$ 6.00

$ 16.95

PRICE

Item
Trace minerals & Colloidal Silver
suspended in Hydrogen Peroxide

OXYSOL

GAIACLEANSE KIT

$260.00

GULF WAR SYNDROME “Starter Kit”
NICOTINE___

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

ALCOHOL___

CAFFEINE___

STARCH___

SUCROSE___

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

○

T GAIASPELT

○

○

○

(Whole Wheat & Spelt)

BREAD MIX

T

(Pure Spelt)

GAIASPELT FLOUR
WHOLE GRAIN

T GAIASPELT KERNELS

○

○

○

$

○

○

○

○

15.00

○

○

○

Available

$

3.50

2 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
8 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$ 2.50
$ 5.00
$ 10.00

4 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.
10 lbs. @ $1.25/lb.

$
5.00
$ 12.50

1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix

T MiCROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS
ALKALINE/ACIDIC WATER SYSTEM

$130.00

RED LENTILS

$1100.00

$ 30.00

50-LB BAG

money orders payable to:

8.00

$ 50.00

50-LB BAG

Please make all checks and

TOTAL

SHIPPING & HANDLING

New Gaia Products SUB TOTAL
P.O. Box 27710
Las Vegas
NV 89126

$ 80.00

$

VORTEX KIT
ADZUKI BEANS

SALES TAX

Nevada Residents only: add 7%

TOTAL ENCLOSED

○

○

No Longer

T MAINTENANCE PACKAGE

PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART (located on the top of this order
form) WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR ALL New Gaia Products.

PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

○

(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED)

$ 20.00

T FOR PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAINTENANCE
PACKAGES, BREAD PRODUCTS, MICROWATER TM ELECTROLYSIS,
BEANS AND LENTILS PLEASE CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES.

○

T HITACHI (HB101) BREAD MACHINE

$ 18.00

$ 10.00

○

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND TRAVEL PACK

1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.)
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.)
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each)
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix
5 Audio-cassettes

$ 20.00
$ 8.00
$ 10.00
$ 10.00
$ 56.00
$ 96.00
$ 20.00
$112.00
$192.00
$ 20.00
$ 10.00

$ 6.00
each

2 oz.

GAIASORB NEUTRA-BOND

T PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE

$18.00
$ 20.00
$ 22.00

$ 48.00

14-DAY PARASITE PROGRAM

Individual components sold seperately—call for prices

$ 30.00
$ 22.00
$ 11.00

Qty. Amount

PER UNIT
$ 8.00
$ 45.00
$ 75.00

2 oz.
16 oz.
32 oz.

○

○

○

○

○
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PHOENIX JOURNALS LIST

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC.,
MENTIONED IN THIS
NEWSPAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE:

THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED THE Phoenix Journals AND HAVE BEEN WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO
BECOME AWARE OF LONG-STANDING DECEPTIONS AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES
AT THIS TIME. SINGLE Journals ARE $6.00; ANY 4 Journals ARE $5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE Journals ARE $5.00 EACH
(Shipping extrasee right.)

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL....
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
9. SATANS DRUMMERS
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
21. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE
38. THE DARK CHARADE
39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. I
40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE...VOL. II
41. THE DESTRUCTION OF A PLANET
ZIONISM IS RACISM
42. UNHOLY ALLIANCE
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV
48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V
49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI
50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I
51. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII
52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII
53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX
54. THE FUNNELS NECK
55. MARCHING TO ZION
56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY
57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000
DIVINE PLAN VOL.II
58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO THE PIT OF FIRE
59. REALITY ALSO HAS A DRUM-BEAT!
60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS
61. PUPPY-DOG TALES
62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY
63. THE BEST OF TIMES
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN
65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE
66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS
67. THE BEAST AT WORK
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY
69. TATTERED PAGES

70. NO THORNLESS ROSES
71. COALESCENCE
72. CANDLELIGHT
73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.I
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UNFOLDED VOL. II
75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES VOL. III
76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME
78. IRON TRAP AROUND AMERICA
79. MARCHING TO ZOG
80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS
83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS
84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVES
85. SHOCK THERAPY
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT??
87. IN GODS NAME AWAKEN!
88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION LEGION
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD
91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH
92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD WITH THE CROOKS
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER PLAGUES
94. WINGING IT....
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One)
96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two)
97. HEAVE EM OUT (Phase Three)
98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER LAND?
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN CONSPIRACY
100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CONTROLTHE RAZORS EDGE
101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND CEMENT CHILDREN
102. SACRED WISDOM
103. CONFRONT THE NOW CREATE THE FUTURE
104. FIRST STEPS
105. AMERICA IN PERILAN UNDERSTATEMENT!
107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE...!
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLER
AND OTHER FORMS OF MURDER(The Health Book)
222. BIRTHING THE PHOENIX VOL. 1; 223. VOL. 2;
224. VOL. 3; 225. VOL. 4
227. RISE OF ANTICHRIST VOL. 1; 228. VOL. 2;
229. VOL. 3; 230. VOL. 4

PLEASE NOTE:
CONTACT and Phoenix Source
Distributors are NOT the
same! Checks sent for
JOURNALS or book orders
should NOT be made out to
CONTACTand
vice versa.

PHOENIX SOURCE
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
P.O. Box 27353
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

(or call)
1-800-800-5565
(Mastercard, VISA,
Discover)

Phoenix Source
Distributors
SHIPPING
CHARGES:
USA (except Alaska & Hawaii)

UPS-$3.75 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
ALASKA & HAWAII
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1st title, $1 ea add'l
CANADA & MEXICO
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-$4.50 1st title, $2.00 ea add'l
FOREIGN
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate
(Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery
on all book orders)

TELEPHONE
HOTLINE
805-822-0202

CONTACT:
THE PHOENIX EDUCATOR
is published by

CONTACT, Inc.
P.O. Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126

SUBSCRIPTION RA
TES
RATES

Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by phone to 1-800-800-5565.
Subscribers: Expiration date appears on upper left side of mailing label.
Quantity Subscriptions: U.S. For Foreign subscriptions call or write for shipping charges.

S INGLE S UBSCRIPTIONS

SUBSCRIBE TO
CONTACT, CALL:
1-800-800-5565

Qty OF ISSUES

U.S.

13 ISSUES

$30

26 ISSUES
52 ISSUES

U.S.

w/ENVELOPE

Q UANTITY S UBSCRIPTIONS

CAN/MEX FOREIGN Qty OF ISSUES 10 COPIES 25 COPIES 50 COPIES 100 COPIES
$40

$45

13 ISSUES

$95

$125

$160

$275

$60

$40
$80

$80

$90

26 ISSUES

$190

$250

$320

$550

$110

$150

$150

$170

52 ISSUES

$380

$500

$640

$1,100

BACK ISSUE RA
TES
RATES

Miscellaneous copies of individual back issues are $3.00 each copy
Shipping is included in the price for U.S. orders
Foreign please call or write for additional shipping charges

As an adjunct to CONTACT, the
Telephone Hotline keeps you as
informed as possible on current
events and other important
information that needs to get to
our subscribers before our
publishing date.
The message machine will answer
after 2 rings if there are any new
messages for that day, and after 4
rings if not. Thus daily callers can
hang up after 2 rings and save toll
charges if no new message has been
recorded. If the Hotline does not answer
your call, then that means there is
currently no Hotline message.

